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Abstract

This work describes an approach to improving search results by us-

ing information sources that are additionally available in the context of

enterprise search. After identifying special problems of search in an in-

tranet context, several supplemental ranking scores are proposed. They

aim at ranking those documents higher that stem from the searching user’s

context of work. For this purpose, organizational distance measures are

introduced that rely on different types of structural knolwedge about an

organization. The corresponding ranking strategies are implemented and

tested in a prototype system operating on the intranet and corporate data

sources of a large organization. The prototype system shows significantly

improved search results.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

In the World Wide Web as well as in large and medium-sized organizations,

extremely large quantities of information are available. Information retrieval

technology makes it possible to search these large assets of knowledge quickly.

In a work environment in which processing information is an important task,

the effectiveness of the search engine is a key factor for productivity. A common

means of increasing search effectiveness is ranking which allows viewing those

documents first which the search engine considers most relevant to the query.

However, judging relevance solely based on query text does frequently not yield

satisfying results. One reason for that is that users tend to enter short queries

which may be unambiguous in their context of work but which do not properly

describe their information need when considered from outside that context. The

approach of this project is to improve ranking of an intranet search engine by

making it aware of the individual user’s work context. This is done by exploiting

structural knowledge on the organization hosting the intranet and using it for

deriving several notions of organizational distance. This distance is then used

to define the searching user’s work context and to rank up documents from his

work context.

1.1.1 Information Retrieval with Search Engines

The starting point of any Information Retrieval task is a collection of documents

and a user with a particular information need. Users are willing to express

their information need formally as a query but are not willing or able to browse

through the entire collection to find the information. The task is to return those

documents that allow the users to fulfill their information needs most adequately.

Characteristics of Information Retrieval are that queries can be vague and the

system is uncertain about the information contained in a particular document[2].

That is, the query does not precisely specify the user’s information need and

the system might return documents even though it is unaware if the document

contains the desired information. For example, if users want to find out the

height of the Eiffel tower they might enter “Eiffel Tower height” into a search

engine’s query text field and will be presented with documents containing the

answer. The search engine selects the documents not because it “knows” that

the height of the monument in question is subject of the document but because

they contain the words of the query. The presence of particular words as a

criterion is easy to understand for the user as well as for the retrieval system

and therefore serves as a selection criterion in many systems.
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If many documents match a given query, they are usually output in a ranked

fashion. The retrieval system outputs those documents first, which appear most

relevant to the query based on some predefined criteria.

1.1.2 Intranet Search

Intranets transfer the advantages of web-based communication to information

exchange within organizations. In many aspects intranets can be considered

small webs that differ from the internet in the sense that the access is limited to

people working for a particular organization. However, being an intranet has a

big impact on the purpose and the structure of the web content. Internet search

engines are tuned to exploit particular aspects of the internet and therefore

might not be suitable for intranet search[11].

Three parties are involved in an Information Retrieval process: The content

author, the search engine provider and the querying user. This gives rise to the

following common interest hypothesis :

The major difference between internet and intranet is that in an

intranet scenario all three parties belong to the same organization.

Consequently the interaction might be supervised by a common au-

thority or at least following a common purpose.

Other important particularities of intranet search stem from the greater

relevance of non-hypertext services available in intranets (file servers, special

purpose databases etc.) and of course from a possible difference in size1.

Intranet Structure

Successful search engines make use of non-textual properties of the web to im-

prove search results. For example, Google owes its success to the PageRank

algorithm which essentially recognizes relevant pages by the link structures of

the internet[31]: The more a page is referenced by other relevant pages, the

more it is considered relevant itself. This assumes that site authors are moti-

vated to reference important pages from their web sites. However, this might

not be the case in an intranet. For example a company’s human resources

department may provide information that is important to all employees. Yet,

there is no reason to reference that site from any other site, because those pages

describe details of the company’s projects. When using the intranet without

a search engine, users might not experience this as a drawback: They know of

the presence of the human resources department and that they can reach its

website through the intranet’s entry page. This is just a very simple example

1However, one needs to keep in mind that when including non-web documents, the repos-
itories of some companies may outnumber the World Wide Web.
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of knowledge (“Our company has an HR department. Every department has

a website.”) which is important for information access and is not encoded in

the intranet. It might be useful to make such organizational knowledge explic-

itly available to search engines. This could replace PageRank like algorithms

which use the structure of the web to determine page relevance. Experiments

on the IBM intranet[11] have shown that, as compared to the WWW, there is

a smaller core of strongly connected pages and that the PageRank values are

either relatively high or relatively low but expose few intermediate values. This

leads to weaker discrimination. However, IBM maintains databases containing

information on employees and organizational units which can be easily identified

with the intranet authors and users.

The web-style intranet pages of an organization might only constitute a small

fraction of the textual information that could be searched. Text documents, e-

mail communication, spreadsheets and presentation slides might be available

for download even though they are not referenced. Those documents usually do

not show a rich link structure other information is therefore required to assess

their relevance for a given query.

Characteristics of Intranet Search

Even though intranets are technologically similar to the World Wide Web, some

major differences have been identified.

• Due to the common interest there is no incentive to mislead the search en-

gine and construct pages that are considered spam. Intranet search engines

can therefore resort to properties of sites that might otherwise be prone

to deception. Examples are texts of headings and page titles, meta-tag

information and anchor texts. Using this information for real-life queries

on the IBM intranet has already shown improved search performance[11].

• The most popular queries to standard internet search engines primarily

consist of important news events as well as names of celebrities and large

retailers[21]. They reflect the desire for general information. The motiva-

tions why users use an intranet are usually limited to answering questions

concerning their task within an organization and are hence much more

specific. It might be the case that the desired information is only con-

tained on one particular page because publishing the same information

twice within the same organization would result in inefficiency.

• As the information that a user obtains through intranet search might

increase his productivity, the search engine provider might be willing to

invest more computational power to his query than in an internet scenario
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where standard web search engines serve their users free of charge and

without any common interest. This additional computational power might

be invested in exploiting further properties of the documents as search or

ranking criteria.

• The limited topic domain of an intranet might lead to different linguistic

properties of intranet search. One example is topic specific terminology

which usually consists of multi-word compositions. Components of such

compositions have an additional meaning which might lead to ambiguity.

• In an intranet it might be possible to save profile information for each

individual user in order to assess the relevance of a document in a person-

alized manner. This is due to the limited number of users and the closed

environment. A company might maintain expertise databases for all em-

ployees. Also, usage data might be tracked in a personalized manner. In

a standard web-search application such practices would face considerable

technical and legal problems.

• As author and user are part of the same organization there is usually

some relation among them in the company. It might be of concern for

the relevance of a document whether or not author and searching user are

located in the same department, work on similar projects or belong to the

same level of management hierarchy.

1.1.3 Intranet Search and Organizational Knowledge

Intranet search differs from internet search as there is a common interest among

the provider of the search engine, the authors of the intranet content and the

searching user. This enables sources of knowledge to the search engine that are

otherwise not given. Limitations of intranet search such as a missing salient

link structure might be compensated in that manner.

Also additional requirements like good performance on highly specific queries

can be addressed using organizational knowledge. The following (not necessar-

ily discrete) types of knowledge will be discussed in particular with respect to

relevance ranking.

Structural knowledge. Documents and queries might be identified with

their origin with in the company’s organizational structure. Knowing the iden-

tity of a document author and a querying user, the system might use knowledge

on department inter-dependencies, hierarchy information and geographic infor-

mation to judge the relevance of the document.
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Linguistic knowledge. To cope with linguistic particularities like technical

terminology or company jargon it might be relevant to incorporate terminology

databases or company specific corpus information.

User/author knowledge. Document authors and querying users might pro-

vide explicitly (expertise databases, seniority) or implicitly (search queries, num-

ber of pages visited or edited) information that might help the system to tell

whether a given document is likely to have the level of detail and authority

required by the users.

Usage knowledge. The system might record the queries of intranet usage

or whatever documents have been retrieved or asserted to the system by each

user. In this way, a profile can be obtained that might give a clue to the system

which information is desired without that the user explicitly states it.

Some of the drawbacks like increased computational requirements and knowl-

edge database maintenance efforts might be acceptable as the intranet consti-

tutes an important productivity tool for many organizations.

1.1.4 The IBM Intranet W3

IBM is an IT company with over 300’000 employees and operations in more than

170 countries. To facilitate communication within a business of those dimen-

sions, IBM has been using intranet-based communication tools since the early

1970’s. Today, the IBM intranet system W3 constitutes a collaboration tool that

features personalized news, an employee expertise database, project and depart-

ment websites and integrates other systems like the corporate internet website

and a proprietary instant messaging system. The IBM intranet provides infor-

mation on at least 7000 different hosts with 20 million search-relevant URLs[11]

and has outranked co-workers and direct superiors as an IBM employee’s most

trusted source of information at work according to employee surveys.

The IBM intranet features an index-based search engine retrieving docu-

ments based on key words or phrases, URL and language. An important sub-

system of the intranet is the employee database BluePages which stores for

each employee a job description, contact information, his position in IBM’s or-

ganizational structure and various profile information that can be edited by

the employee and describes his fields of activity and his professional expertise.

BluePages can be queried using a web interface or directly accessed by other

applications like mail and messaging clients.
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1.2 Related Work

Important foundations for investigating web search stem from the field of infor-

mation retrieval[2]. This work focuses on the sub-problem of ranking a set of

retrieval results by relevance which is crucial for leveraging fairly general queries

on large sets of documents as it is common in web search. The project described

here is based on research in different sub-fields of web search.

1.2.1 Ranking

Possibly the greatest evidence of the importance of ranking for the effectiveness

of a search engine is the enormous success of Google[3] which is mainly due to

adopting above-mentioned PageRank ranking algorithm[31] which is based on

internet link analysis. Essentially, the PageRank of a hypertext document u

from the set of documents D is defined as a function

R : D → R, x 7→ R(u) = c
∑

v∈Bu

R(c)

|Fv |

where Bu is defined as the set of documents linking to u and Fv as those linked

from v, c is a scaling constant. An intuitive interpretation of R(u) is that it

is proportional to the probability that a user reaches page u after a constant

number of clicks when browsing through the web by leaving each page by follow-

ing a link chosen among the page’s links uniformly at random. The problem of

computing R(u) can be transformed to iterative applications of matrix transfor-

mations. After eliminating special cases like loops without outgoing links (“rank

sinks”) and pages without outgoing links (“dangling links”), this recursive ap-

plication converges for any start configuration. In a web scenario and with a

reasonably chosen start assignment the conversion occurred after relatively few

iterations. Assessing the relevance of a page in this manner has proven very

useful which shows that in the internet important information is contained in

its link structure.

Havelivala[14] describes a topic-based approach to relevance ranking. This

is done by identifying topics cj and computing a relevance scores for each page

and each topic cj . These scores are computed by modifying PageRank in a

way that assumes user preference for pages belonging to the topic category cj .

For each query q the probability P (cj |q) of it being targeted towards topic cj

is computed. The score values for a document d are summed up weighted by

P (cj |q). The rankings based on this score are evaluated by comparing them to

results from ordinary PageRank in addition to user judgements. For comparison,

list similarity measures are introduced, which are used to asses the similarity

of the list of top k search results. This approach thus follows the paradigm
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of dynamic (query dependant) ranking and presents methods to evaluate the

so-derived ranking results.

In terms of evaluating ranking results, quantification is typically done using

precision and recall as described in [8]. Given a set of documents D, the set of

relevant documents R ⊆ D and the result set documents output by the system

O ⊆ D precision a relevance function r : D → [0, 1] can be defined as follows:

r(d) =

{

if d ∈ R 1

otherwise 0

The recall and precision of the top k ranked search results of O are then

defined as functions of type N → [0, 1]:

recall(k) =
1

|Dq |

∑

1≤i≤k

ri

precision(k) =
1

k

∑

1≤i≤k

ri

Thus, for a given k, high precision means that the system only returns few

irrelevant documents and recall is high if only few relevant documents are omit-

ted.

Recall frequently is not measured in web search scenarios as the number

of relevant documents in the entire collection is typically hard to assess. The

constant k is also called the cut-off value used for the calculation of precision

and recall.

The study Towards a Statistically Semantic Web[36] presents approaches to

enhance retrieval mechanisms in semi-structured data by the ranked retrieval

paradigm. Ranking allows incorporating numerical values capturing semantic

relations which may correlate with document relevance. It is argued that the

ranked retrieval paradigm is therefore useful to overcome the problem that crisp

Boolean result sets tend to either being too small or too large in many cases.

This motivation for investing into adequate ranking functions transfers to in-

tranet search.

1.2.2 Intranet Search

This project is based on a patent filed by the IBM OmniFind team in 2004[13].

It claims an enhancement of the ranking procedure in information retrieval by

taking into account organizational information. Thereby ranking is improved

in intranet search. Several types of organizational information are mentioned:

Tree structures like company organigrams and hierarchies, access rights and user
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expertise. The notion of organisational distance is introduced and it is suggested

to rank documents higher that are close to the query and the querying user with

respect to that organisational distance.

There are not many publications available that focus on intranet search.

Searching the Workplace Web[11] investigates various aspects of the IBM in-

tranet. Particular properties of intranet search are studied. The causes of the

particularities are postulated as three “axioms” focussing on social and infor-

mational structure of intranets. After arguing that current topological ranking

methods while very successful in the WWW are not appropriate for intranets,

various static ranking criteria are presented. Three of them form separate indices

of the search the others are calculated on the index output. Rank aggregation

algorithms are used to combine the various rankings. A measure of influence of

each ranking mechanism on the search quality is presented. It shows that it is

worth-while combining several ranking procedures. In particular it is helpful to

have dedicated index-searches on page titles and anchor-texts.

The difference between the internet and the IBM intranet becomes evident in

the numerical comparison of web topology. According to [5] the largest strongly

connected core of a substantial subset of the internet makes up 25% of all static

pages. In the intranet this component makes up 10% of the pages featuring a

far larger portion of pages (76% as opposed to 43%) that do not allow reaching

the core by following hyperlinks[11].

1.2.3 Knowledge in Search

In order for an Information Retrieval system to return satisfying results it is

important for it to have a precise notion of what the user intends to search.

Being able to answer relatively vague queries is a major strength of Information

Retrieval but requires the systems be able to derive as much information about

the intended results from the query as possible. This is particularly challenging

as the words used in a query may be ambiguous without the user being aware

of the ambiguity.

The IEEE online article What’s Next in Web Search[30] investigates trends

in search engine development based on interviews with researchers and industry

leaders. Personalization, localization and question-answering technologies are

mentioned as major fields of ongoing development. Personalization and locali-

sation are identified as important means to better understand the user’s search

intent. In addition, aspects of user behaviour are discussed as well as the need

of finding good ways to present search results for example by grouping them

according to various criteria.

The study [28] describes the design of a geographic search engine. Together
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with the query string users are prompted to give a location. The search results

returned refer to websites mentioning addresses close to that location allowing

for example to find the nearest restaurant or car wash station. The results are

based on “geographic footprints” of the web pages which are derived during in-

dexing. During lookup, those pages are ranked highest which have a geographic

footprint matching the query. An important sub-task of providing localized

search is associating a geographic location with a web-site (“geo coding”). An

algorithm for doing so based on a geographic taxonomy (gazetteer) is presented

in [1]. A popular example of localized search is Google Local[20].

Lawrence[23] discusses approaches to personalization presenting different

sources of user knowledge that are exploited to deduce information on the con-

text in which the query is issued. The Inquirius 2 meta search engine allows to

restrict the search to document classes like “research paper”, “general introduc-

tion” etc. The documents are retrieved using an expanded query (e.g. adding

“abstract” and “references”). This method is reported to be very effective. The

Watson project tries to infer the context of users from the documents they edit

and the web sites they views in a web browser. The term context will be used

in this thesis referring mainly to knowledge about the querying user. Thereby

it subsumes the notions of personalization and localization to some extend.

A system presented by Liu et al.[25] derives user profiles from usage history.

The profiles are used to map the queries to predefined categories. This con-

stitutes a disambiguation of the query based on behavioral knowledge about a

user. However, using this knowledge for disambiguation requires a lot of per-user

exposure.

An alternative approach to clarifying the user’s intention behind a query is

disambiguation solely based on the query using linguistic knowledge. Exper-

iments on resolving polysemous nouns in multi-word queries with the help of

an ontology[35] have reported difficulties because users tend to issue very short

queries so that it is hardly possible to use some of the words in a query to

disambiguate the others.

Mavroedis et al.[29] review semantic distance measures for the purpose of

word sense disambiguation. They are based on hierarchical ontologies in par-

ticular tree shaped taxonomies based on the is-a relation. They report that

the common feature of the distance measures is that they are based on paths

running through the lowest common ancestor of two taxonomy entries. The no-

tion of organizational distance as defined in this work is an instance of semantic

distance where the semantics are taken from the structure of the organization.

One of the organizational distance measures presented is based on tree shaped

taxonomies.

One application of semantic distance measures is the XXL search engine[32]
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for XML data which allows Information Retrieval on XML. XXL’s query lan-

guage features a similarity operator which allows retrieving objects named se-

mantically similar to the term given. The similarity operator is defined using

semantic distance measures in an ontology graph.

1.2.4 User Interaction

Broder[4] introduced the basic distinction of user queries into navigational, in-

formational and transactional queries. The basic idea behind this distinction is

that web searches differ with respect to their purpose. The user’s intent can not

always be characterized as an information need (informational query) but also

may have a particular web site in mind he wishes to reach (navigational query)

or may be planning to perform a particular transaction (transactional query).

Based on an AltaVista user survey, the authors estimated that informational

queries make up 39% of the queries, 25% navigational and 36% transactional.

When trying to improve search results using corporate knowledge, one needs to

keep in mind that users may use search engines with different intentions2.

A study on how users describe others how to locate information [7] reveals

that search engines are frequently used to re-locate information people already

know about. This has to be kept in mind when implementing intelligent and

personalized search features as these features may reduce the predictability of

the search system over time or among users.

1.3 Contribution of this Work

The contribution of this work consists of a suggestion on how to increase effec-

tiveness in enterprise text search. Novel ranking strategies are proposed, imple-

mented and evaluated, showing that it is possible to use structural information

on an organization for improving its intranet text search facility.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a formal

description of search engines and embeds into this description a framework for

using knowledge in search. Section 3 develops the projet’s agenda by identifying

problems in a current search system and the means available for addressing these

problems. Section 4 defines the ranking functions that are used to improve

search in the prototype system described in section 5. Section 6 describes the

2The presence of transactional queries contradicts the assumption that each search is based
on an information need in the strict sense of the term. One could argue that Web Search is
therefore not Information Retrieval (IR). However as Web Search clearly stands in the tradition
of IR its terminology is used here, where it is appropriate.
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experimental evaluation done on the prototype before section 7 concludes this

contribution.
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2 Framework

2.1 Formal Description of the Search Process

In order to more conveniently discuss this approach to intranet search, an ab-

stract description of search problems and information retrieval is given here.

Then, the particularities of searching an intranet and integrating organizational

knowledge are embedded in this description to form a framework for the tasks

at hand.

The formalization applied here is based on the notion of document prop-

erties and distance functions which is a generalization of the term-based view

frequently described in the literature[2].

2.1.1 The Search Problem

Starting point for a search process is a collection D of documents. The user’s

information need is specified using a query q out of the set of possible queries Q.

A query is a syntactic description of the relevant documents and is usually vague

and highly underspecified. A retrieval task is that of finding a set results(q) ⊆ D

of documents considered relevant to the query. The core of a retrieval system

hence defines a function results(q) : Q → 2D.

The jth property of a document can be defined using a property function

pj(d) : D → Xpj
where Xpj

contains all possible values the property might have.

Depending on the nature of the property, Xpj
can be the set R of real numbers,

a text string or a more complex syntactic structure. A query q is essentially a

constraint on properties of the documents and thus can be translated into one

or several functions of type Xpj
→ {0, 1} indicating whether a document d with

a given property pj(d) ∈ Xpj
belongs to the relevant documents to the query

or not. If there is only one query function for query, this function will be also

identified with q.

A relevance ranking is then usually done for further reducing the number of

documents the user has to visit until he finds the information he is looking for.

This ranking establishes a total order in which the information is to be output.

This can be modelled using ranking functions rankingScore(q, d) : Q × D → R

which find a real relevance value to each document in the output set for a given

query. The resulting list ranking(q) contains the elements of results(q) ordered

by their rankingScore(q, d) values.

2.1.2 Retrieval Models

For implementing a retrieval system, the modelling of the functions results(q, d)

and rankingScore(q, d) is required. Standard models for that have evolved. Two
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of the Boolean model and a simple vector model are presented here as they are

the common based to most web search engines. Other models include fuzzy set

models and probabilistic models which transfer search logic to continuity and

uncertainty as well as Latent Semantics models which employ vectors with fewer

but more salient dimensions[2].

The base of the models presented here are a property function and definitions

of query functions. Given a query q, for each document d, property functions

are applied to derive the relevant properties. The query is translated to one

or more functions which determine relevance of the documents based on these

properties. Thus, if in a given model queries rely on property function pj , the

result function is defined as results(q) = {d ∈ D|q(pj(d)) = 1} . Two standard

models are presented here. Both employ properties based on a set of terms

TERMS that can be present or not in a document. Terms are roughly speaking

the words of the documents while the models abstract from the linear order of

the words and the exact word form. Usually some linguistic clean-up is done

removing very frequent words (so-called stop words like “and”, “of” etc.) and

eliminating word form differences (“walks” and “walk” is considered the same

term). Note that other types of document properties such as their age or origin

might be important to decide on their relevance.

Boolean Model

The Boolean model allows retrieving documents based on the presence and

absence of particular terms. The property function used is hence terms(d) :

D → 2TERMS , which returns for each document the set of terms occurring in

that document. Xterms, thus contains all sets of terms, Xterms = 2TERMS . The

user expresses the query in a Boolean expression. The atoms of the expressions

are taken from the set of possible terms and they are connected using stan-

dard Boolean connectives. An example is “(car AND late) OR metro”. The

expression evaluates to true if either both terms “car” and “late” occur in the

document or at least the term “metro”. The system will return all documents

with the appropriate terms(d) property. Query function is hence defined as:

q(termsd) =

{

1 if q evaluates to true

0 otherwise

Vector Model

Whether or not particular terms are present in a given document is a rather

crude criterion for describing its relevance to a query. While still staying with

term-based analysis, the standard vector space model tries to quantify the rel-
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evance of terms for the content of the document. To this end, a new docu-

ment property function tv(d) : D → R|TERMS| is introduced which describes

documents using vectors. Similarity is determined using vector space distance

functions. It thus holds that Xtv = 2|TERMS|.

If |TERMS| is the number of terms, each document has as a property a

|TERMS|-dimensional weight vector tv(d) each weight in this vector represents

the importance of one term for that document with a numerical value. Queries

are translated to term vectors tv(q) analogously so that vector algebra distance

measures can now be applied by a similarity function sim(tvd, tvq) : R|TERMS|×

R|TERMS| → R. One good example is the cosine of the angle between the two

vectors:

sim(tvd, tvq) =
tvd • tvq

|tvd| × |tvq |

The query function for a query q is then defined as:

q(tvd) =

{

1 if sim(tvd, tv(q)) > t

0 otherwise

Where t is a predefined threshold value.

The vector model allows more detailed processing for two reasons:

Partial matches. While the Boolean retrieval model returns for each query

a clearly defined subset of the input as result, vector-based query functions are

usually continuous, so that by modifying the threshold, documents that match

the query only partially are included in the result set. If modelling is successful,

the user can expect that documents with high similarity values have a higher

probability to match his information need. This property is important given the

possible vagueness of the query and the uncertainty about the actual content of

the document.

Salient term weights. When using vectors to describe documents, the de-

scription can be more informative than the pure presence or absence of a word.

For example, the number of times a certain term occurs in a text is an impor-

tant indicator. Also, it might be advisable to give a higher weight to terms that

occur in a document’s title. The design of a concrete weighting scheme depends

on requirements of the application.

One popular weighting scheme is called tf-idf[2]. It is based on term fre-

quency (tf), that is, on how often a word occurs in the text (relative to the

length of the text). Yet, it is advisable to favour terms that are very specific to

a topic. For example a biologist might issue the query “drosophila egg”. Here, a

document where only the term “drosophila” occurs is more likely to be relevant
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than a random texts containing “eggs” that do not mention “drosophila”. Such

asymmetries can be accounted for with the help of a term’s inverse document

frequency (idf) which is larger for terms that occur in relatively few documents.

tf-idf(k, d) =
count(k, d)

length(d)
∗ log

|D|

occurrences(k, D)

Where count(k, d) stands for the number of occurrences of the term k in d,

length(d) for the number of tokens, |D| gives the size of the collection and

occurrences(k, D) equals the number of documents within that collection in

which k appears at least once.

Usually the similarity values based on the vector space model are directly

used for a relevance-ranking of the results. However, in a formal description,

it is important to tell apart similarity functions sim(q, d) : Q × D → R and

rankingScore(q, d) : Q×D → R ranking functions for two reasons. First note that

there are other retrieval models which do not use distance functions. Secondly,

a similarity function has to be defined on the whole set of documents D while

a ranking function only operates on documents from the output set results(q)

of a retrieval process. This has practical consequences as results(q) might be

considerably smaller and allows calculations that could not be done on the

entire document collection in a reasonable amount of time.

2.1.3 Search Engine Architecture

The task of a search engine is to return those documents of a collection that the

user intends to find. This indention is formalized in the query. The operations

of a search engine can be distinguished in those that run prior to user interaction

at indexing time and those that run whenever a query is issued, at query time.

At indexing time, the documents are collected, frequently by crawling hypertext.

Then, they are analyzed to identify important properties. From that, an index

is generated. An index is a database that stores references to documents and

allows retrieving them according to some key property (typically the presence of

the query terms). The nature of that key depends on the information retrieval

model. At query time, the user input is translated into the appropriate query

format and then a lookup is done on the index retrieving a set of relevant doc-

uments. Finally a ranking of the documents is determined and they are output

to the user.

Crawling

Acquiring a set of input documents from hypertext is usually done by crawling.

Crawling starts with a queue containing a set of known seed document URLs.
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Iteratively visiting queue entries storing them and adding their outgoing hyper-

link URLs to the queue results in a possibly large set of documents. Heuristic

strategies can be applied concerning which references to add and which queue

entry to process next. The step of crawling is noteworthy not only for the

considerable technical problems that may arise (immense storage requirements,

duplicate URLs etc.). There are systems that use particular crawling strategies

to tune their performance for a particular task, so called focussed crawlers[33].

In an intranet scenario the process of web crawling can be supplemented or

replaced by other processes like getting all files from a file server or accessing

databases to incorporate non-web data sources.

Analysis

The task of the analysis processing step is to identify a document’s properties.

In term based information retrieval, the major goal is thus to derive the terms

that are present in a document. For that, the actual text is separated from

file format-specific mark-up (parsing) and terms are identified within the text

(tokenization, lemmatization). In addition, further properties can be derived.

Terms and properties are derived and stored in association with the document.

A piece of information stored with a document is called annotation. Annotations

can denote properties of the entire documents or of subsections thereof (e.g. the

property of being a noun or being the title of the document). Analysis thus

corresponds to computing property function values.

Indexing

The retrieval models define how to determine which documents are to be re-

turned. In actual implementations, typically an index is needed, which is an

auxiliary construction that returns the relevant documents without having to

examine all documents in the collection at query time. The index thus computes

for a given property function pj :

results(q) = {d ∈ D|q(pj(d) = 1)}

During indexing, all documents d are visited and their property values pj(d)

are stored in a data structure that allows fast lookup. For the Boolean retrieval

model, the index is organized in principle like an index at the back of a book.

For each term, references to all documents the term occurs in are stored, just like

page numbers in a book index. When a query is issued, these sets of references

are considered for all terms in the query. The Boolean logic in the query is then

realized to through set operations so that the set of documents requested by the

query is computed.
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Other types of indices occur for example in parametric search: For a spe-

cialized search system, one document property may be that it contains a car

offer at a particular price. (Property function: carOffer(d) : D → Q) The index

may list references to all car sale offers ordered by their price. Retrieval then

consists of returning a sub-list of this parametric index.

Retrieval (“query runtime system”)

At query time, the actual query specific work is done. The retrieval process is

composed of four steps:

Pre-processing of the query. The query q is translated from the syntac-

tic object a user enters to one or more query functions which allow assessing

document relevance.

Index lookup. The task of the index is to provide references to the desired

documents results(q).

Ranking. Finally a ranking has to be imposed on the documents so that

the most promising results are shown first. Thus ranking(q) is computed from

results(q) with the help of the ranking functions.

Relevance Ranking

A general way of obtaining ranking(q) is by computing rankingScore(q, d) :

Q × D → R which assigns a (real) relevance value to each document and then

sorting the documents by there ranking scores. There are two types of ranking.

The static ranking is independent of the query ignoring the first argument and

captures the general authority or importance of documents. Dynamic ranking

depends on the query and captures how well a particular document matches the

query. Facilities for ranking can be found at various places in an information

retrieval system. A static ranking function can be computed entirely at indexing

time while this is not possible for dynamic ranking.

One popular type of static ranking is the PageRank (cf. section 1.2.1) value

which reflects a page’s role within the link structure of the web. It is based on

the assumption that hyperlinks tend to refer to relevant pages and gives high

rank to pages that are referred to by many other (also highly ranked) pages. For

dynamic ranking the term vector similarity value sim(q, d) is commonly used.

Preparation of the ranking process is done in all components of the search

system.
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During crawling hyperlink information is collected which can be used to

calculate static ranking values to compute link-based static ranking.

During analysis static rankings are computed. For example the document’s

author can be determined which gives a clue of the authority of the information

contained in the document.

During indexing the relevant ranking information has to be preserved. Sta-

tic ranking can be incorporated in a way that the index returns preferably those

documents with a high static rank.

During runtime the dynamic ranking functions are computed and all ranking

information is integrated such that the documents are output in the desired

order.

If several ranking functions are to be used at the same time aggregation

algorithms have to be applied. This allows integrating various properties of a

document to assess its relevance.

2.2 Framework for Using Knowledge in the Retrieval Process

Having defined the information retrieval process more formally it is now possible

to state a framework for integrating knowledge into the ranking process. There

will be a focus on knowledge present in an intranet scenario. Four forms of

knowledge were identified earlier in the section 1.1.3 of this work to be relevant

in an intranet scenario. Those were structural knowledge, special linguistic

knowledge, user or author knowledge and usage knowledge. The knowledge

thus incorporates information that exceeds the query entered by the user and the

actual content of document. It thus integrates context into the search process.

The key idea of the framework is to model any judgement on the relevance

of a document in terms of one or more distance functions. Applying a distance

function yields a numerical value (a score) which can be easily used for ranking.

The term distance is used for that score with a twofold motivation:

• In vector space based retrieval, similarity functions are typically defined

using distances in term vector spaces. The similarity functions in turn,

are then used to judge the relevance of documents.

• Speaking of distances is particularly appropriate if there is an explicit

underlying structure in which documents and queries can be located. As

mentioned above, a user’s work context will be of central concern for

improving search. Context can best be expressed in terms of distance
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within structures. The distance notion used here is thus an instance of

semantic distance similar to those presented in [29].

2.2.1 Knowledge-Based Ranking in an Information Retrieval System

The input to a ranking process is a set of documents that are considered relevant

to the query by the query functions and are therefore returned by the index

lookup component. The goal of a ranking process is to impose a total order on

this set of documents. For the sake of generality this process is described here as

assigning a score value to each document. Several scoring functions employing

different sources of knowledge may be employed to derive a final score value.

A knowledge-based ranking process may be divided into several steps:

Identify document properties. The process of deriving the relevant prop-

erties of a document will be called annotation. This is because information is

added to the document by making some of its properties explicit.

Identify query properties. The notion of query properties is due to the

usage of context. All information that is associated with the query (the querying

user, the time and location of querying) is considered a property of the query.

Distance calculation (scoring). Based on the properties of the documents

and the query, distance functions can calculate the appropriate score. This

involves relating properties of the document to properties of the query.

Aggregation. If several scores have been derived, in order for the documents

to be put in a linear order, they have to be integrated into one value. This is

the task of rank aggregation.

Sorting. Finally, the documents have to be sorted according to their score.

The main steps of the above can be described using four functions. A prop-

erty p is considered a function with the domain being a set of property val-

ues Xp. Analogously for the set of all queries Q, the query property function

qpropertyQ : Q → Xqproperty is defined. Distance functions are of type D×Q → R.

Document and query property functions are used to define them. Aggregation

functions integrate several score values into one. They are thus of type Rn → R

if n is the number of scoring functions to aggregate. Note that knowledge has

to be encoded in any of these functions. Property functions encode knowledge

on how to derive the relevant property, distance functions use knowledge to in-

terpret the property values and aggregation functions encode knowledge on the
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relative relevance of the scoring functions at hand3.

The most straightforward aggregation method is weighted summation. If

RANKINGS is the set of ranking functions, then the total ranking score can

be computed as rankingScore(d, q) =
∑

f∈RANKINGS cf f(d, q)

where cf is the weight of the ranking function f.

As an example, it might be worth while for a car sale information system to

rank higher those search results that describe cars similar to the car currently

owned the querying user. For that purpose, all car advertisements in the data-

base are annotated with the size of the car’s cylinder capacity and the number

of passenger seats. Document property functions are able to derive these val-

ues from the ads. Query property functions look up the same properties of the

user’s car in a user profile. Scoring functions calculate the absolute values of

the differences of the property values in questions. The aggregation function

derives a final ranking value taking into account that cylinder capacity typically

ranges from 1000 to 5000cm3 and the number of seats typically lies between 2

and 9.

These definitions assume dynamic (i.e. query dependant) ranking. In the

static case, scoring would simply be based on properties of the document. If any

distance functions are to be applied, these are distance functions among different

properties of the document. Deriving query properties is hence not necessary.

As an example, there might be an additional ranking score on the car sales web-

site indicating offers that are very good bargains. There are document property

functions that annotate the document with the price charged by the seller and

the average price of cars with the same features. The distance function would

compute the difference among these values and aggregation would give a higher

rank to those cars offered at a lower price than usual.

The example of the ranking of car offers uses underlying structures to com-

pare cars. The system locates the user’s car and the offered car in a vector

space of car feature vectors (for example the one-dimensional vector containing

the number of seats). Distance calculation is then done by deriving a distance

of the user’s car and the offered car in that vector space. The following sec-

tion elaborates on different kinds of structures and how they can be applied for

ranking.

2.2.2 Structural Knowledge in Ranking

Structure and Metric

Structures are able to capture complex relations among entities (e.g. being

3The task of resolving ties, if two documents are assigned the same score will not be
considered here.
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the nephew of the uncle’s great-grandfather in a family tree), ranking however

is inherently one-dimensional. Hence for each structure that is used, a way of

deriving a one dimensional ranking function rankingScore(q, d) : Q × D → R

from the structure is required. This can be done by locating the query and the

document within the structure and then measuring the distance among them

with the help of some predefined metric.

There are many possible structures on a set of entities. A simple structure

is a total order. More generally, the entities can be arranged within a feature

space. For example in a location based information system it might be relevant

to rank documents according to their geographical distance to the location of

the query. For such scenarios vector algebra provides standard metrics. In

geographic applications it is advisable to use the Euclidian distance. For some

feature vectors it might more reasonable to use the above defined cosine function,

to abstract over the vector length.

Taxonomies and metrics

A convenient structure for many applications is that of a taxonomy. Taxonomies

describe a hierarchical structure that is present within the set of entities. Some

taxonomies are concerned with lexical entries. They define relations among lex-

ical entries such as synonymy and hyperonomy4. Others are directly concerned

with documents such as web-directories like Yahoo. In an intranet scenario,

taxonomical relations within organizations (e.g. departments and divisions,

management hierarchy) can be exploited. Taxonomies can be considered tree

shaped graphs. As mentioned above, the task of a metric is to significantly re-

duce the information of a taxonomy to a single numerical value. Consequently

it is important for the metric to summarize the most important information

contained in the taxonomy. For example in a family tree scenario this might be

the number of generations between two relatives. It can be derived by travers-

ing the shortest path among the two persons in the family tree adding 1 when

traversing an edge from child to parent and subtracting 1 when traversing in

the other direction.

2.2.3 Limits of the Distance Metaphor

The term distance function is used for the central part of the scoring functions.

Which is very well justified as long a structure can be identified in which to

measure that distance. This is very well possible for multi-dimensional feature

spaces, taxonomies and tree structures. However, in some cases, for example

if probabilistic models are applied, the term distance is not to be interpreted

4The relation between a more general and a more specific term like ’potato’ and ’vegetable’.
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literally. In principle any function of type Q × D → R can serve as a scoring

function.

2.2.4 Summary

The function notation introduced allows us to identify system components with

the functions they compute. Crawling constructs the document collection D,

the Analysis is primarily concerned with property functions. Indexing integrates

information from previous steps in a data structure for efficient retrieval. Rank-

ing at query time relies on Q × D → R functions which determine document

relevance based on the query and the document content. This is a point in

which knowledge can be used to improve retrieval quality. One way of doing

so is ranking based on distances between properties of documents and queries.

Deriving properties of documents and queries as well as measuring distances,

aggregating scores and sorting the documents have been identified as sub-tasks

of the ranking process. A general technique for finding appropriate ranking

scores is hence identifying structures in which distance measures can serve as

an indicator for relevance.
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3 Knowledge Based Ranking for Corporate Search

In section 1.1 two major differences between internet search and intranet search

have been identified: First, there is currently no good heuristic for relevance

ranking in intranet search as the common techniques of link analysis appear

to fail. Second, there is a common interest among user, service provider and

content provider of corporate intranets which results in the presence of common

knowledge of these three parties which may be located inside or outside the

intranet in question. It is now the goal to apply the framework developed

in section 2.2 to use corporate knowledge to find good ranking strategies for

intranet information retrieval.

3.1 Weak Points In Corporate Search

In order to develop ranking strategies that fit user needs, user feedback from

IBM’s intranet has been examined. The feedback has been collected by asking

users to fill in a feedback form when dissatisfied with the search results. Their

comments on what they intended to find were stored along with their e-mail

address and the text of the last query they issued. Typical complaints (apart

from those which report system outages or other technical issues) are listed in

table 1: These queries are typical in the sense that they consist of rather few

(1) Query: Information Technology Group
Comment: Couldn’t find the site for the BCS Americas Public Sec-

tor Information Technology Group in Fairfax, VA
(2) Query: benefits

Comment: I’m trying to find information about my dental benefits
so that I can identify which dentists accept my insur-
ance. The first hit is somewhere in Germany. A few
hits down is something that is actually useful to me...

(3) Query: diversity
Comment: I’m looking for Country Profiles based on Cultural Ori-

entation. I was exposed to this material in a Basic Blue
course. ... I want to read some cultural details - business
protocols - for some of my international customers.

Table 1: W3 user comments on queries returning a high number of unwanted
results.

query terms and that no advanced query syntax is used. The query which yielded

the highest number of user comments is “hr”. The intended results for this

query range from the index page of a not specified human resources department

to training catalogues or information on health benefits. It is interesting to

observe that users seem to have only a vague understanding of the way the
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search engine operates. On the one hand, it is assumed that the system is

intelligent enough to associate the abbreviation “hr” with the human resources

department; on the other hand, some users seem to assume that sequential full

text search is done in a similar way as in word processing programs they are

familiar with. (This explains the non-usage of quotes when issuing queries like

example 1.)

The three comments listed above have in common that the users expect to

find something located within their context without specifying their context in

the query string. In example 1, a particular branch office is search for by simply

giving its field of operation, omitting all references to its geographic location.

In example 2 and 3 very common English nouns are used as only query terms.

The failure however is due to slightly different issues. In example 3, the there

is considerable ambiguity in the term “diversity” which is not only used for

intercultural diversity but also - and more frequently in a corporate context -

in the context of social issues. Linguistically, the term “benefits” - again, in

a corporate context - is relatively unambiguous. However, employee benefit

regulations vary among subsidiarys of large organizations because national and

local requirements have to be met. The example queries are typical of cases in

which users complain about bad search results, because they either underesti-

mate the ambiguity of their query or overestimate the relevance of their work

context within the organization. In fact, in some cases, users are quite aware of

these problems and still are unable to restrict search in the desired way. It is

therefore the hypothesis of this work that it is possible to improve search results

by preferring documents which are in a close relation to the search users’ work

context.

3.2 Project Objective

Motivated by the above observations, the goal of the project is to try out using

organizational knowledge maintained in a large organization to improve intranet

search results. In particular, the ranking of the text search results on term-

based queries is to be improved by preferring search results from the searching

users’ work context. Potentially relevant types of knowledge are determined;

the respective ranking functions are implemented and evaluated.

According to the framework for knowledge based ranking from section 2.2,

the main task when trying to improve ranking results is identifying relevant

distance functions. This is done by finding properties of documents and users

which can be put into a relation and then identifying their underlying structure

which allows measuring their distance.

Considering the example queries, the system should be able to rank higher
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pages from Fairfax or at least from the US for users from these geographies as

this would improve the search results for queries 1 and 3. Results for query

example 2 could be improved by favouring documents from authors concerned

with the same subject matter as the querying user, namely international co-

operation. In this way, results concerning ’cultural diversity’ would be ranked

higher than those concerning other aspects of diversity.

3.2.1 Organizational Distance

Analogously to the term of semantic distance as used in a linguistic context [29]

the term organizational distance will be used for distance measures that stem

from knowledge about how the corporation is organized. There are many ways

to measure organizational distance. Concerning properties that can be used, it

is important to note that in intranet search, one can expect to have additional

information on the author of the documents as well as on the querying user.

Such information can be a the person’s position in the company’s organiza-

tional structure, the address of his office, contact details like e-mail addresses

and descriptions of his tasks and project experience. Each of these properties

constitutes one way of determining a user’s organizational position which is a

prerequisite for measuring the distance.

The way in which a company is organized might provide different structures

that can be used for measuring distances. They can be present in human re-

sources databases as well as through document URLs or product taxonomies.

In larger organizations, the geographical location of a particular intranet user

might be correlated with his search interests. Given the organisational position

of the user and the author as determined using document and query properties,

the organizational distance which lies between them can be computed. The

success of such an approach depends on the power of the heuristic that users

prefer documents within their organizational vicinity.

In a case where presenting documents from the querying users organizational

neighbourhood fails, it might still be possible to exploit the organizational dis-

tance in an indirect manner with the help of usage data. Usage data can be

used to define rules on content preferences. (e.g. “Marketing people prefer to

read documents written by people from the sales department to reading doc-

uments from their marketing colleagues.”) The organizational position of the

querying user and of the document’s author is then used to determine which

rule to apply (i.e. to determine whether the persons in question belong to the

marketing, sales or other departments).

Obviously there might be several equally well justified measures of organiza-

tional distance for the same query. For example a user might prefer documents
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from his department in the same way as he prefers documents from those col-

leagues serving the same customers even though these aspects are orthogonal.

It is then advisable to first assign separate ranking scores for the aspect of de-

partment structure and the aspect of customers served. When doing the final

ranking these scores have to be combined in a reasonable way.

3.2.2 Determining Organizational Positions

As mentioned above, it is a prerequisite of determining the organizational dis-

tance of a document and a query to have their organizational positions. The

definition of an organizational position depends on the application. For some

applications, a geographical position may be appropriate. For others, positions

in a product taxonomy or business area may be more appropriate. Determining

organizational positions requires organizational knowledge. For example, if the

organizational distance is to be determined according to the geographical dis-

tance of the document’s author’s and the querying user’s work location, those

locations have to be looked up in a database. Prior to that, the identities of

the user and the author have to be determined. While this can be done for the

querying user simply by asking him during log-in, determining a document’s au-

thor is not simple, in particular if meta-data is not present or cannot be trusted.

Several heuristics are to be applied to determine the document author.

3.2.3 Reacting to Different Search Intents

As argued by Broder[4] user queries are issued with different types of intentions

in mind. His distinction runs along the lines of navigational, informational

and transactional queries. As he points out, however, this distinction is not

unambiguous. Not all notions of organizational distance may be appropriate

for all intentions users might have when issuing a query. An aspect that was

mentioned explicitly in many user feedback entries reviewed for this study is

the geographic origin of a page. Ranking based on geographic proximity is

very helpful on queries concerning regulations and services that are limited to a

specific country. In other contexts, preferring results due to geographic criteria

may be disruptive because people working on the same topic may be located far

away from each other.

To overcome the risk of disrupting search results by inappropriate ranking

strategies, the search system should be able to react to the type of query at

hand. The task of selecting appropriate ranking strategies can either be done

by the search system automatically or manually by the searching user. As the

paradigm developed here is in an experimental stage, the prototype developed

in this project will leave the choice of an appropriate ranking function to the
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user. This is done by enhancing the user interface.

3.3 Possibilities to Improve Corporate Search

This section describes the IBM intranet and its search engine infrastructure

before outlining the project’s agenda. The description of the implemented pro-

totype system can be found in the next chapter.

3.3.1 The Current System

W3

The web part of the IBM intranet, W3, reflects the large scale of the com-

pany. With 7000 host computers, more than 20 million documents in many

different languages (10 are supported by the search engine) it constitutes a mas-

sive information system. Information is provided in the form of HTML pages,

the BluePages web interface, newsgroup entries and text data bases on Lotus

Domino and Lotus Notes servers. The current search facility features standard

term-based search with a ranking which uses term occurrence and document

in-degree for ranking. Studies on W3 have shown that the standard PageR-

ank algorithm would perform much worse on W3 than on the world-wide web

because of the bigger portion of hardly-linked pages[11].

OmniFind

OmniFind is the IBM search engine software that is particularly designed for

enabling advanced search features for intranet pages. It allows crawling docu-

ments from web sites, from a local file system and from data bases. Standard

routines for analyzing documents of various file formats are provided along with

an application programming interface (API) that allows implementing custom

applications for data source access and document analysis. The index allows

term-based retrieval and ranking based on the number of incoming links, the

age of a document and on the tf-idf measure. The query runtime system is based

on a client-server-architecture. An API allows to implement search applications

and to remotely control all tasks of the search server.

BluePages

The IBM employee information system, BluePages, maintains a record for each

of the more than 300 000 IBM employees worldwide. Standard information is

provided for each employee. This includes:

• A unique ID which is used as database key.
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• Personal information like name and contact information

• Standard organizational information like the business unit, work location,

job responsibilities and a reference to the immediate superior.

Along with that, each employee can enter information on his professional expe-

riences and qualifications, the teams he works in and a photograph.

The BluePages can be accessed through a web interface or through various

database interface using HTTP and LDAP.

3.3.2 Agenda

Develop experimental framework

Initially, an experimental framework has to be developed. This is done by

enhancing OmniFind by a facility for customized ranking. In particular this

consists of an enhanced analysis phase in which a document’s author is to be

derived and a client application that allows user-dependant ranking. An impor-

tant requirement for such a framework is that candidate ranking functions can

be exchanged and parametrized easily for testing and evaluation purposes.

Develop Ranking Functions

Ranking is the task of imposing a total order on retrieved documents according

to their relevance to the query as far as this can be assessed computationally.

Here, this is done by assigning one or multiple numerical values (scores) to each

document and then sorting them by these values. If multiple score values are

assigned Rank Aggregation is done as an intermediate step which integrates the

scores into one to allow one dimensional comparison. For this project, several

ranking functions are defined, each encapsulating different types of organiza-

tional knowledge.

The examination of feedback comments from users that were dissatisfied with

their search results reveals that users are frequently unaware of the ambiguity

of their query. Frequently, the terminology used in the query is unambiguous

in their work context but not for the entire organization. It is the idea of

this project to rank documents from the work context of the querying user

higher to allow easier access to the potentially intended results. Identifying

an employee’s work context is done using corporate knowledge. Organizational

distance is used to define an employee’s work context. Several types of structures

of an organization can be used to define organizational distance metrics. In this

project, four of them have been examined.
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Geographic information. Many users request information which is implic-

itly connected with the particular office that employee is located in. Employee

benefits, seminar programs and technical help are typical examples of location-

dependant information needs which make up 51% of critical queries5. As an

employee’s working location is recorded, this information can be exploited to

prefer documents which are organizationally close in a geographic sense.

Terminological similarity. It is reasonable to consider those departments

of a company within one’s work context which are generally concerned with

the same topics. One way of assessing this computationally is considering the

terminology used by those departments and considering two departments orga-

nizationally close if they use the same terminology. The BluePages store for all

divisions the names of all departments they are divided into. These department

names form a particularly salient sub-part of the divisions terminology.

Organization Charts. Organizations tend to describe management respon-

sibilities and assignments to organizational units in terms of some sort of graph.

The records in the IBM employee data base define a tree in which each em-

ployee is a node and edges run from each employee to his or her immediate

superior. Such graphs can be used to define work context in terms of shortest

path distances.

Other Expert Knowledge (explicitly encoded). Finally it might be worth-

while defining the distance between any two organizational units manually in a

distance matrix.

Evaluation

Evaluation requires assessing if the search system achieves to retrieve documents

that fulfill the users information needs. More specifically, to assess the value

of the knowledge-based ranking functions, their output has to be compared

to results obtained with common ranking functions. This project includes the

implementation and application of an automatic evaluation system, which is

necessary because there are many ways to configure the ranking functions and

many of those will have to be tried out. To do so, an evaluation system has to

run queries and assess the value of search results. A query corpus is generated

using feedback data of W3 users. For each returned document its relevance

to the search intent described in the corresponding feedback record is assessed

5In 82 out of 162 user complaints a search need was specified, which clearly favored results
from geographically close sites. Most frequently the problems occurred in connection with
human resources issues or infrastructure topics.
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by human judgement. This allows quantifying the performance of individual

ranking configurations.

These techniques fulfill some important criteria:

• The set of sample queries is sufficiently large and authentic.

• For each example query the user identity is known and a description of

the intendet results is given.

• Because the feedback database contains primarily user complaints, actual

user problems are addressed.
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4 Distance Functions for Ranking

This section presents the two major components of the knowledge based ranking

system proposed in the project. The author recognition runs prior to indexing,

collecting information on document authors. The distance functions run dur-

ing retrieval to assess the relevance of the documents that are to be returned.

Finally, considerations are made on how such a system could be integrated effi-

ciently into term-based retrieval.

4.1 Author Recognition

The module for identifying document authors runs during document analysis. It

adds to them annotions of a type called IBMPerson. These annotations carry a

subset of an IBM employee’s personal record and allow locating that employee

in the organizational structure of the company. See table 2 for a list of the

fields of an IBMPerson object. The analysis engine takes as input annotations

previously derived by the search engine. Possible references to IBM employees

are identified from that data. Those references with the highest probability of

referring to the document author are then looked up in the employee database

in order to generate IBMPerson object with all fields filled in.

In a web context there is no inherent mechanism to determine the author

of a document. For the prototype, several heuristic methods have been used.

They are based on different possible occurrences of references to the document

author in an HTML document.

• HTML meta-data.

• Hyper-Links with e-mail addresses.

• Person names and e-mail addresses mentioned in the text.

field name usage
cc country code
cn common name
dept IBM department
directoryAlias indicates geographic region
div IBM division
Email e-mail address
ibmloc IBM location
mgrChain - currently unused -
notesShortName e-mail prefix
uid unique employee ID

Table 2: The fields of the IBMPerson annotation type.
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There are problems connected with each of these methods. Person names in the

text and e-mail links are likely not to refer to the author, but to some other

person. Meta-data is not always present and may contain wrong, outdated or

misspelled entries. To account for these problems, the author recognition system

uses a priority-based conflict resolution mechanism and allows two authors to

be identified for each document.

For each document, the annotation process consists of two phases. First,

all occurrences of references to persons from the above-mentioned sources are

identified and put into priority cue based on a pre-defined confidence value which

depends on where the reference was found. Then, these annotation candidates

are looked up in the employee database. If from there further information on the

candidate can be retrieved, an IBMPerson object is generated and attached to

the document. This phase is stopped when the cue is empty or two IBMPerson

objects have been generated.

4.1.1 Author recognition confidence

From the above-mentioned sources of references to the document author, only

HTML meta-data explicitly mentions the document’s author. E-mail links and

names in plain text may belong to some other person. In addition, also meta-

data is not highly reliable. Even though they are mandatory for IBM intranet

pages, frequently the meta-data fields are not taken care of during page design

or maintenance. They may contain default values or references to authors of

pages from which the HTML template has been copied. See section 6.7 for

details on the effectiveness of the author recognition.

4.2 Distance Functions

The purpose of the prototype is to evaluate different ranking strategies based on

organizational knowledge. It is a key design assumption that one distance mea-

sure is not sufficient to assess the relevance of a document in all cases. Therefore,

the ranking component is designed to provide a high degree of configurability

and provides mechanisms for rank aggregation. Each distance measure is en-

capsulated into one ranking function of type D × Q → R. In addition, a rank

aggregator is needed. It is a function of type Rn → R which integrates n score

values into one.

The scoring functions presented here address different problems users en-

countered when using the IBM intranet. They compute distances based on

different aspects of organizational structure.

The ranking functions were designed to range in [0, 1] and to give higher

scores to more relevant pages. If arbitrary distance values occur, these have to
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be normalized to fulfill this property. This is done by the following function.

Definition 1 (norm)

norm(x, s) = es∗x

Where s is used as a scaling factor to fill the intervall most adequatly.

This function has been used for simple implementation. Other functions

that are frequently used to map values into a fixed range are sigmoid functions

like x 7→ 1
1+e−x or x 7→ arctan(x).

A document may be annotated several organizational positions. If not stated

differently, the highest derived ranking value is chosen.

4.2.1 Organigram Distance

Organigram information stored in the IBM BluePages is limited to a reference

from each employee to its immediate superior. This information can be exploited

to compute a distance between two employees based on the observation that they

are more likely to be concerned with the same subject measure the lower their

lowest common manager is in the company hierarchy. The distance between two

employees in a management tree is therefore defined as a function of the length

of the root path of the lowest common ancestor node. This goes along with the

observation of [29] that all semantic distance measures for tree structure they

review are based on the lowest common ancestor node in one way or the other.

Definition 2 (treeDistance) If rootPath(uid) lists the IDs of the superiors

on the root path of uid in the management tree and |L| denotes the number

of elements in a list and uid(d) denotes the ID of the author of document d

and uid(q) the ID of the user issuing the query q. The function treedistance :

D × Q → R is defined by the following algorithm:

treeDistance(d,q)

set LQ = rootPath( uid(q))

while LQ in not empty

set sQ = to the head of LQ, remove sQ from LQ

set LD = rootPath( uid(d))

while LD in not empty

set sD = to the head of LD, remove sD from LD

if sD = sQ

return norm(|LQ|,−0.3) and terminate

return 1
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This particular way of defining management tree distance has been chosen

because it fulfills the following properties. Some of these properties are lacking

in standard graph distance measures like shortest path length.

• It is reflexive.

• All persons with the same immediate superior have the same distance

among each other.

• A manager has the same distance to all his inferiors.

• The distance can be computed considering only the root paths of both

employees in the hierarchy tree.

• The distance among from A to B and from A to C is equal if C is supe-

rior/inferior of B. (Provided neither B nor C lie on A’s root path.)

These features capture important properties in corporate hierarchies:

• Managers are assigned people who are concerned with similar subjects of

work.

• Higher Managers have a larger scope of interest.

• The number of management levels within an organizational unit does not

have impact on distances measured to other organizational units. E.g.

introducing an additional management level within the software division

of a company does not affect the distance between a software employee

and a hardware employee.

Note that there are some properties that one might expect from a distance

measure which are not given by the lowest common ancestor distance:

• The distance between two sibling leafs is not the same everywhere in the

graph.

• Managers on high hierarchy levels cannot be as close to any employee as

those lower in the hierarchy are among each other.

These properties are however not of immediate relevance in the case of ranking,

because there, the relative differences among values are more important than

the absolute values. Note, that a manager is still closer to all employees of

his own management sub-tree than to all others and that sibling nodes (that

is employees with a common immediate superior) still have a smaller distance

among each other than to any other person which is not located underneath the

common superior.
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The so defined tree structure has the advantage of being computationally

inexpensive because the distance of any two employees can be calculated in

O(h log n) where h is the height of the tree and n is the number of employees. To

allow this, the graph is stored as adjacency tuples for edges directed towards the

root in a hash map data structure which allows an amortized adjacency lookup of

log n. Tree structures typically are not able to capture complex organizational

setups that might define an employees work context. Trees cannot describe

people-project assignments which typically form many to many relationships.

However distance algorithms in general graphs have much higher worst-case

complexity. Transferring the approach described here to general graphs might

therefore require considerable effort.

4.2.2 Feature Distance Matrix

The simplest possible way of defining organizational distances is by explicitly

encoding the distance function in a matrix. Such a distance matrix is based on a

property each of the query and of the documents has. The prototype system uses

the company division of the document author and the querying user. It thus uses

the property functions divisiond : D → Xdivision and divisionq : Q → Xdivision,

where Xdivision is the set of all possible divisions. The feature distance matrix

contains distance values separately for every tupel in Xdivision ×Xdivision which

can be loaded from a file.

Definition 3 (divisionDistance) Let, M be a matrix with n rows and n

columns for the n divisions and ind : Xdivision → [1, n] a function that as-

signs each division its unique row and column number, then divisionDistance :

D × Q → R is defined as follows.

divisionDistance(d, q) = norm(Mind(divisiond(d)),ind(divisionq(q)))

The property functions divisiond and divisionq can be replaced by any other

document property function. To define the distance in terms of other document

and query properties.

4.2.3 Terminological Proximity

In the absence of expert knowledge to encode the distance of IBM divisions

a heuristic distance measure was defined based on terminological comparison.

A file was generated for each division containing text utterance typical of the

division, namely the descriptions of the departments they contain. Descriptive

vectors of these files were computed and their cosine was used as a measure of

division similarity.
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The function tt : N → RTERMS that derives for the nth division with a

division text file Tn a tf-idf-based term weight vector can be defined to return

a TERMS-dimensional vector with a row for each term k ∈ TERMS :

tt(n) =











...

tf-idf(k, Tn)
...











(cf. section 2.1.2 for a definition of tf-idf)

Definition 4 (Terminological Division Distance Matrix) The distance

matrix can then be defined as follows:

Mi,j = cos (tt(i), tt(j))

4.2.4 Feature Vector Distance

The distance between a document and a query can also be assessed by comparing

several properties and counting how many they have in common. Let p1, ..., pm

be the propery functions on which to base the comparison. Consider an equality

vector e(d, q) for i ∈ [1, m]:

ei(d, q) =

{

1 ifpd(d) is equal to pq(q)

0 otherwise

Definition 5 (featureDistance) featureDistance can then be defined with the

help of weights w1, ..., wm:

featureDistance(d, q) = norm





∑

i∈[1,m]

wi ∗ ei(d, q), 2





In the prototype system, the feature vector distance is used for geography-

based ranking. A document’s author and the querying user are compared with

respect to their work location code which uniquely describes their IBM sub-

sidiary and the country they are located in. This distance measure addresses

the fact that in a sample of user queries 13% of the queries were particular to

the particular location (e.g. training classes and leisure time activities) and 51%

were particular to the country (e.g. payment regulations and social benefits).

The distance function is derived by the comparison of geographic features (site

and country). It thus defines the distance in a hierarchycal structure rather

than in terms of geographic coordinates like for example in [28].
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Definition 6 (locationDistance) The location distance function is thus de-

fined using the property functions country and location Note that it is not possible

for two persons to be from the same location but from different countries.

locationDistance(d, q) =































































norm(0,2) = 1.0 if location(d) = location(q) and

country(d) = country(q)

norm(0.7,2) = 0.24 if location(d) 6= location(q) but

country(d) = country(q)

norm(1,2) = 0.13 if location(d) 6= location(q) and

country(d) 6= country(q)

0 if location(d) and country(d)

are undefined

4.2.5 OmniFind’s Built-In Ranking

In addition to these scores, OmniFind’s standard ranking score which is returned

along with each document can be used. This ranking score is calculated at

retrieval time incorporating multiple relevance values for each query term. A

document is therefore ranked higher if it occurs in a document’s title or anchor

text. In addition, OmniFind allows integrating the age and the hyperlink in-

degree of a document into the ranking score.

Definition 7 (omnifindScore) The OmniFind score is derived from a docu-

ment property.

omnifindScore(d, q) = omnifindScore(d)

4.2.6 Rank Aggregation

The term rank aggregation describes the task of integrating several lists into

one. The goal is to find a ranking that is as close as possible to all input

rankings. In a typical scenario, the input to a rank aggregation process are lists

that are already ranked (see [10] for a review of rank aggregation strategies).

Here, strictly speaking a ranking (that is a total order) has not yet been defined,

instead there are scores for each possible ranking criterion. Instead of creating

a ranked list for each score and then aggregating them, one overall score is

computed on which the ranking is based.

In principle, for aggregating n ranking scores into one, any Rn → R function

can be used. It is reasonable however to require this function to be monotonic

in the sense that for each input vector in Rn, increasing one component will

never decrease the result.
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Definition 8 (Linear Rank Aggregation) Given n weights the linear aggre-

gation of n ranking scores is defined as:

linearAggregationn(score1, ..., scoren) =

n
∑

i=1

wi ∗ scorei

The most frequently used overall ranking score in this project is configured

by the parameters wtree, wlocation, wdivision and womnifind.

rankingScore(d, q) = wtree ∗ treeDistance(d, q)+

wlocation ∗ locationDistance(d, q)+

wdivision ∗ divisionDistance(d, q)+

womnifind ∗ omnifindScore(d, q)

A second strategy that is used is closer to the aggregation of ranked lists.

It integrates ranked lists by lining up their topmost elements round-robin. For

formalization, a higher-order function rank : (D × Q) × R → N which assigns

each score its rank in the scores assigned by the to all document in D:

Definition 9 (TopN Rank Aggregation) For the ranking functions f1, ..., fn ∈

D, the topN ranking is defined as

topNn(score1, ..., scoren) = min
i=1...n

n ∗ (|D| − rank(fi(scorei))) + i

4.3 Integrating Ranking Functions into Term-Based Re-

trieval

The notion of a scoring function as introduced in section 4.2 has an important

practical limitation: For arbitrary ranking functions, all documents have to be

retrieved from the index and processed by the ranking functions in order to find

out which of them are most relevant. This is typically not done in web search

engines because users expect an immediate response. Instead, pre-computed

ranking values are stored in the index which allow index retrieval to directly

return the most relevant documents first.

In term-based retrieval, the index lists of the indivdual terms are sorted by

term weights. That is, the index list for term a consists of an ordered list of

document references where those documents in in which a scores the highest

term weights are listed first. Consequently, for a query involving the terms a,

b and c, it is possible to compute the final term-based ranking based on initial

sub-sequences of the index lists of these terms. Efficient and optimal algorithms

exists for solving this task[34].
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To allow judging the transferability of a ranking function to term-based

retrieval, the following classification is introduced.

Definition 10 (Term Boost Equivalence) A ranking function f : D×Q → R

is called term boost equivalent if the following holds:

• The computation of f is based on a finite number of document property

functions pj : D → Xpj
and query property functions pk : Q → Xpk

• All domains of the property functions, Xpj
and Xpk

, are of finite cardi-

nality.

• f(d, q) can be computed based on agreement of property functions pj(d)

and pk(q) on some values Xpj
3 xi ∈ Xpk

. The agreement on a given xi

contributes the same value k(xi) to the overall value to f(d, q) regardless

of the choice of the choice of q ∈ Q and d ∈ D.

Note that an aggregation of several term boost equivalent ranking functions

is also term boost equivalent if the aggregation is done using weighted summa-

tion.

The idea behind this classification is that term boost equivalent ranking

functions can be implemented in term-based index retrieval without requiring

an extra step for computing the ranking function values. This can be done as

follows:

• Define a unique term ti for each property function value xi that affects

the ranking score if the values agree.

• During document analysis, compute the document property function val-

ues and add the corresponding terms ti to the documents.

• Configure the search engine to increase the ranking score (boost) by k(xi)

if a document matches the query term ti.

• At query time, determine the property function values of the query and

add them to the query. If a term ti is contained both in the query and

the document, a boost of k(xi) will occurr indicating that document and

query share the property value xi.

Theorem 1 The treeDistance ranking function is term boost equivalent. If used

in connection with a linear norm function.

Proof: The company hierarchy is a finite tree of limited height. Consider the

property function manageri(d) being equal to the manager above the author of

document d which is i levels away from the root (and manageri(q) respectively).
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Determining the length of the root path from the node of the lowest common

manager of document d and query q is equivalent to counting the number of

matching values of manageri(d) and manageri(q) for the appropriate values

i > 0. Each match contributes 1 to the height and thus a fixed value to the

overall score. �

Theorem 2 The locationDistance ranking function is term boost equivalent. If

used in connection with a linear norm function.

Proof: In the above definition, the property of having location information

attached contributed 0.13 to the score. Furhter 0.11 are added by a common

country value. The remaing 0.76 are added for a common location. �

Theorem 3 The divisionDistance ranking function is NOT term boost equiva-

lent in the general case.

Proof: The only property used for the definition is given by divisiond and

divisionq. Note that the respective values are not tested for equivalence but

used for looking up an arbitrary value from the distance matrix. �
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5 The Prototype System

5.1 System Overview

This section presents a prototype system which does knowledge-based ranking

on IBM intranet pages. It uses organizational distances between the author of

the document and the querying person.

Three major tasks have to be addressed when using organizational distances

for ranking. All documents that are to be ranked have to be assigned one or

more positions in the organization. Likewise, the querying user has to be as-

signed a location, before finally the organizational distance between user and

document can be computed. In the prototype system, the position of a doc-

ument within the organization is determined by heuristically identifying the

document’s author and using information from his or her employee database

record. To accelerate lookup, this is done for all documents during indexing

time. It is then stored with the documents in the search index. At query time,

distance calculations are done using this data together with information on the

querying user.

The prototype is implemented using IBM’s OmniFind search engine. The

additional processing for this prototype takes place at two places within Om-

niFind’s processing chain: Author recognition takes place after the standard

parsing step, before the document is added to the index. Ranking is done by

calculating the distance before the result is presented to the user. In figure 1 the

grayed boxes show standard OmniFind processing steps, the others components

of the prototype system. Interaction is done through two Java programming

interfaces provided by OmniFind.

5.1.1 The OmniFind Search Engine

The OmniFind search engine is conceptually divided into four functional units

which are realized as separate operating system processes and may run on sep-

arate computers in a network.

The crawler collects data and prepares it for further processing by storing it

into a data base. Crawling may be done on sources of different types. A web

crawler exploiting hyperlink information is the most popular example, however

data can also be collected directly from file systems and data bases of various

kinds.

The parser/tokenizer analyzes the documents and collects all the informa-

tion relevant for search in a particular data structure called CAS (for common
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Figure 1: Overview of the prototype’s processing chain.

analysis structure). Apart from tokenization, the parser separates the actual

text content from file-format-dependant non-textual information, removes stop

words and exploits meta-information. Optionally, this processing step also does

document categorization so that later documents can be browsed by categories

for example in an intranet index directory. It is possible for the search engine

administrator to add custom analysis modules to this functional unit which

further manipulate the CAS data structure.

The indexer is responsible of creating an index which allows quick retrieval

of the relevant documents.

The search runtime then operates this index and returns a ranked list of

relevant documents given an input query. The search runtime is typically con-

nected to a servlet application, which provides a graphical user interface for the

searching user.

Search and Indexing API

OmniFind provides two APIs that allow influencing its behaviour. The search

and indexing application programming interface (SIAPI ) allows operating the
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system as an administrator or searching user. SIAPI thus allows to program-

matically control the behaviour of all functional units and to develop custom

search applications tailored for the individual purpose at hand. Standard tasks

for a program using the SIAPI could be telling the crawler, which documents

to crawl or starting the construction of a new index after a crawling process.

The prototype system uses the SIAPI to issue a query to the OmniFind search

runtime yielding all documents matching that query.

UIMA API

The unstructured information management architecture (UIMA)[19], [12] is a

general architecture developed by IBM as a framework for processing any kind

of data that requires analysis to derive the actual information contained. This

may be text as well as audio or video data. UIMA provides an interface that

allows encapsulating information management processes into easily interchange-

able components. The interface mainly consists of a unified data structure, the

common analysis structure (CAS ). This data structure’s built-in type system

contains some standard data types which can be extended using an inheritance

mechanism. One important data type is that of an annotation, which reflects

a labelled section of document content. UIMA divides analysis processes into

three basic steps: During initialization, a CAS is generated for each document.

The step called annotation, consist of enriching the CAS with newly derived in-

formation. At last, consumption takes place which denotes exploiting the CAS

content for the desired purpose.

In OmniFind, the indexing time processing steps are modelled following the

UIMA architecture. Generally speaking, the initialization part in OmniFind

corresponds to the crawling process. Annotation includes all activities of the

parser/tokenizer and consumption corresponds to the construction of an index

which then allows finding text according to the content of annotated data. The

annotation objects added to the CAS in the parser/tokenizer include token

identifiers, phrase and section mark-up as well as meta-data. Custom analysis

steps may add data of any type.

The custom modules that are loaded by the parser/tokenizer implement the

interface of a UIMA analysis engine. They are deployed as archives containing

descriptor files declaratively describing their behaviour as well as binary code.

Typical custom analysis tasks are creating an annotation object for each person

name mentioned in a text or, on a higher level of complexity: highlighting all

text sections describing actions of company acquisitions. UIMA annotations

can be nested, that is, one annotation can be considered contained in another

one in the sense that it spans part of the text spanned by the other. Such

nested annotations can be constructed by successively applied analysis engines.
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OmniFind provides facilities for searching for nested annotations describing their

structure using syntax adopted from XML and XPath. Such advanced query

syntax allows queries like “find all sentences that contain a politician as an

object and the phrase ’income tax’ as a subject”.

5.1.2 Technology Used

The prototype system was implemented for the Java[18] Virtual Machine with

the IBM Java 1.4.2 Runtime Environment as a target runtime environment. It

consists of two stand-alone applications, several scripts that allow preprocessing

of the enterprise information and a WebSphere 5.1[16] Enterprise Application

providing a web interface. Web functionality has been implemented using Java

Server Pages specification version 1.1[16] (JSP). These platforms were chosen

to allow a straightforward integration with WebSphere Information Integrator

OmniFind Edition 8.2.2[22] through the above mentioned APIs and for simple

installation as an Enterprise Service on the WebSphere Application server which

is running the OmniFind search service.

5.1.3 System Components

Figure 2 gives an overview of major components of the prototype system. Blue

boxes depict system components that provide functionality. Each consists of a

set of Java classes. Green components give important configuration files. Lines

denote that information exchange takes place between two components. The

system consists of three major parts: the front end (column 1), the search

application (column 2-4) and the indexing time analysis (column 5-7). Several

front-ends have been implemented to operate the same search application. The

search application consists of the actual client which retrieves search results

from the OmniFind system and organizes the ranking. It maintains information

on user settings (URL of the search server etc.) and the user profile (personal

information). After retrieving the results, it is task of the ranking subunit

(column 4) to bring them into the desired order. This is done by the search

application center which runs ranking functions on the documents and applies

the rank aggregation.

The ranking functions use information that has been annotated to the docu-

ments during analysis. Which annotations become visible during search runtime

depends on the mapping of UIMA annotations to index fields (column 5) which

is described in a mapping file uploaded to the OmniFind system. The actual

analysis is done by UIMA annotators (column 6). The annotator implemented

for this prototype allows adding so called annotation methods. Each annota-

tion method constitutes one way of recognizing the author of a document. The
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annotation method generates annotation candidates together with a confidence

score. The annotator uses the confidence scores to select the most promising

candidate whose information will then be attached to the documents.

5.1.4 Configurability

The prototype system has been implemented to demonstrate general feasibility

of integrating corporate knowledge into the ranked retrieval process. When put

into practice, using corporate knowledge requires a large amount of customiza-

tion. The prototype has been designed in a componentized manner to allow

selective configuration and modification of the system. Four roles of system in-

teraction have been identified based on the goals an individual might have when

interacting with the system and based on the system insight that is required for

achieving them.

The user logs onto the system giving his name and search preferences and wants

to receive relevant results.

The administrator tunes the search system based on settings that can be made.

The knowledge engineer adds additional sources of knowledge to the system.

The developer develops the actual system and is responsible of the interaction

of its components.

Figure 2 gives for each role and each column in the system diagram broad

descriptions of the tasks that are fulfilled. While the roles of user, administrator

and developer are common to almost all information technology systems, the

intermediate level of the knowledge engineer[27] is particular to knowledge based

systems. The task of the knowledge engineer is to provide his expertise to the

system. In the context of corporate knowledge this means mainly knowing how

to access the relevant data bases. This is required, whenever the approach is

implemented in a new corporate intranet because the relevant databases differ

strongly between organizations. Also, if new sources of knowledge are to be

exploited in an existing intranet, it is the task of the knowledge engineer to

make this knowledge available.

In the prototype system, componentization has been done such that the

knowledge engineer does not need to know how most of the components work

in order to modify them. Example tasks of a knowledge engineer are:

• Implementing a new scoring function for ranking. That is, a function

which takes a document and assigns it a relevance score taking into account

the query, the document content and information on the querying user.

• Increasing the effectiveness of the analysis step by adding an annotation

method which implements a new way of deriving a piece of information
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Figure 2: Components of the prototype system.
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from a document.

• Enriching the information available on a document by adding annotators

which can derive new types of information and then mapping it to become

available in the search index.

The system units in figure 2 reflect these tasks or their important subtasks.

For adding ranking functions, the knowledge engineer has to provide a Java

class implementing the RankingFunction interface. In the ranking properties

file, the new ranking function is then added to the list of functions to be used.

Adding an annotation method is done by giving a Java class implementing the

AnnotationMethod interface. Adding a further annotator requires implementing

an interface provided by UIMA, configuring UIMA and mapping UIMA data to

document data fields that OmniFind makes available to the ranking methods.

As this is a prototype system, no strict separation has been done between

tasks of the knowledge engineer and the developer. The system is pluggable to

some extend allowing for example to add ranking functions without re-compiling

code. However, for more advanced tasks like modifying the user interface or

changes in annotation methods, the knowledge engineer has to do modifications

directly to the developer’s source code.

The chart in figure 2 does not reflect that various small applications (tools)

have been written which allow deriving data from various knowledge sources and

making them available to the system in an appropriate format. One example is

a script that extracts from the BluePages system the hierarchy information and

stores the resulting tree as adjacency tuples. Another tool extracts names of

IBM employees and provides them to OmniFind’s linguistic analysis component.

5.2 The Author Recognition Annotator

The author recognition has been implemented as a UIMA analysis engine. That

is, it consists of a Java package following a specific programming interface. The

OmniFind system has been configured to run the analysis engine after its default

processing steps. The analysis engine API allows the author recognition system

to work on one document at a time accessing it through the CAS data structure.

The CAS contains the document’s text along with the information derived by

the parser/tokenizer. In particular, this is:

• Meta-information that was given in the file

• Additional meta-information such as the file name and the source of the

document.

• All hyperlinks along with their anchor text and references.
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• All text tokens derived during tokenization giving its part of speech and

lemma.

This information is contained in annotations of different types. The analy-

sis engine iterates over these annotations determining whether they contain the

desired information. This process is more efficient than applying pattern match-

ing directly to the document’s text. Three types of annotation candidates are

derived from the text. Two of them with the highest confidence level were

annotated to the document if database lookup succeeds.

Meta-data candidates. By convention, the considered intranet pages con-

tain ’owner’ meta-tags of the of the format Name/Geography/IBM. The annotator

traverses the meta-data entries in the CAS for owner entries and queries the

database with the extracted identifiers

E-Mail candidates. The refereneces of all hyperlinks (’anchor’ annotations)

as well as the full text of the documents are traversed looking for e-mail addresses

of the form name@cc.ibm.com. The name and the country code (cc) are then

used to query the data base.

Full text candidates. This annotation method uses a technique called “dict-

ionary-based named entity recognition”. During system setup a dictionary is

created from the BluePages system which contains the names of all employees.

This dictionary is installed to the OmniFind part-of-speech tagger which then

generates tag annotations for all occurrences of employee names marking them

with a special part-of-speech and the employee’s ID number. The annotator

traverses all tag annotations and generates a candidate for each respective an-

notation uses the ID number for database lookup.

The lookup of the additional information on the document author is done

over the network to the server of the BluePages system using the Lightweight

Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). The database lookup is expected to be a

considerable performance bottleneck. In OmniFind version 8.2.2 however the

execution of analysis engines is relatively slow, so that this effect could not be

measured. A caching mechanism has been introduced that reduces the number

of database lookups by 70%.

5.3 Query Time Ranking

The component which does the knowledge-based ranking is located in the search

processing chain between the OmniFind search engine and its user. It takes
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field name usage
collectionID the collection it is stored in
Date date for ranking based on document age
Description summary text (query dependant)
documented unique identifier
documentURI URI for hyperlink
Fields custom fields
Language language identifier
Score ranking score
Title document title

Table 3: Field of a result object. In the prototype, the custom fields correspond
to those of an IBM person object.

search results returned by OmniFind, imposes a new ranking on them and

presents them to the user. The results OmniFind returns to the ranking com-

ponent contain the author information as derived during author recognition.

OmniFind allows issuing queries and receiving the results using the SIAPI. The

SIAPI query syntax allows the typical Boolean search options. The Result data

structure that is returned contains for each document a variety of properties (see

table 3). The field record contains attribute value pairs that can contain custom

information. OmniFind has been configured to map the contents of the IBMPer-

son objects attached to the documents to field record entries. In the prototype

system the added field records largely consist of the IBMPerson properties for

the document authors as listed in table 2.

Ranking can be configured using the ranking properties file. The rank-

ing functions and the rank aggregator are given there along with the parame-

ters they require. Ranking functions implement the RankingFunction interface

which exposes a run method that is called for each documents. In most cases

where the ranking functions use property functions in their definition they allow

a parameter in the properties file in which a name of a user profile field (for

queries) or a document field respectively can be specified. The value of that

field is then taken as property value.

5.4 User interaction

The prototype system provides three separate search clients with different user

interfaces.

• A shell interface for quick tests of the basic functionality which accepts

the query string as command line argument and returns the 20 first results

to the console.
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• A web client which is a prototype for user interaction with the knowledge-

based ranking system.

• A client which is specifically designed for evaluation process.

The web client has been implemented as a JSP tag library sharing most source

code with the other clients using Java class inheritance. Its overall interface

design is modelled after the demonstration search application that is shipped

with OmniFind. This section describes functionality added to this client to suit

the paradigm of this study.

5.4.1 Identification

Before starting the search, the users identifies their selves giving their corporate

e-mail address, which is then used for data-base lookup to derive all relevant

information about the users. There is no authentification process. When in use

in a corporate intranet system it is desirable not to require an extra identifi-

cation process for the search engine. At IBM, this is possible as the intranet

infrastructure provides a mechanism which allows user-based access to all data

sources upon a single sign-on.

Search engines are not only used to retrieve priorly unknown documents,

they are frequently also used for other navigational tasks. This has been shown

in [7] and becomes evident from user comments like “I am trying a very simple

query that worked before...” and “Instead of bookmarking, I often search.

Knowing the keywords and the search engine often returns the link I care about.”

From this role as a landmark for web navigation the requirement of predictability

arises. Full predictability over time and across users cannot be guaranteed in a

knowledge-based system as it is specifically designed to adopt to users and to

react on changes in its knowledge base. To adress this issue, the user-dependency

of the search results is made apparent by displaying them under the head line

“Enterprise Search for user:” followed by the user’s name.

5.4.2 Interactive Ranking

The ranking functions developed for the prototype system all are highly heuris-

tic in nature. Some of them are explicitly only designed to suit search needs of

a particular type. For example, ranking based on geographic features is helpful

for some queries and turned out to be obstructive for others. As there is cur-

rently no way of guessing which ranking is most appropriate for a given query, it

might be useful to allow the user choosing the ranking functions to be applied.

The interactive ranking mechanism allows the user to switch on and off differ-

ent ranking functions. For that, with each document, the individual scores of
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Figure 3: Search results as presented in the prototype system. The individual
ranking scores are displayed to the left of each result. + and - buttons allow
switching individual scores on and off. Annotated information (author name,
e-mail etc.) is displayed

the ranking functions are displayed, each in one column. Above these columns

there are buttons to enable or disable individual ranking functions (figure 3).

The aggregated ranking score is put in bold print. This way of presenting sort-

ing criteria is common in many applications (file system browser, e-mail clients)

and therefore easy to understand. Presenting the individual scores is done for

two reasons: It allows the user to judge the impact each ranking function has on

the total ranking and therefore to use the interactive ranking more efficiently. In

addition, displaying the scores may create understanding on why the search en-

gine ranked individual documents higher even if they seem completely irrelevant

to the query.

5.4.3 Multiple Rankings

Another way of allowing the user to choose which ranking is most appropriate

for his query is displaying multiple rankings of the search results at once. The

prototype can be configured by giving multiple ranking properties files each

containing in addition a heading which will be displayed with the ranked results.

For example, the three topmost results of three rankings could be displayed, one

displaying geographically close results, one for the organigram distance and one

for standard web ranking. Zoom-in links allow the user to switch to a standard

search result display for one of the given ranking functions (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Search results displayed separately for different ranking strategies
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6 Experiments and Evaluation

6.1 Goals

The prototype system described in the previous section is an experimental sys-

tem to demonstrate some of the possibilities that lie in the approach of using

corporate knowledge in search. Experimental evaluation of the prototype is re-

quired to assess the value of such an approach. The goal of the experiments is to

determine whether the ranking strategies introduced here can lead to improved

rankings in corporate search and if so, under which circumstances. In particular

it may be the case that some strategies are only helpful on subsets of queries,

users or document collections. The functional evaluation of a search engine is

typically based on the notion of relevance of the documents that are returned.

The relevance typically depends on the query. Clearly the goal of any informa-

tion retrieval system is to allow viewing as many relevant documents as possible

easily. Hence, the evaluation of the prototype of a ranked retrieval system has

to determine whether the system is able to return first those documents that

are most likely to be relevant to the given query.

The experiments are done by running many queries on the system using dif-

ferent configurations of the knowledge-based ranking system. As a baseline, the

standard ranking as returned by the OmniFind search engine is used. Human

relevance judgements are used to compute numerical quality measures of the

search results which allow comparing the behaviour of the configurations.

Based on the relevance ratings, a linear regression approach is taken to

determine better parameters for the system configuration. These parameters

not only serve as suggested configurations but allow assessing the usefulness of

individual ranking functions.

Along with the evaluation of the overall performance of the system the effec-

tiveness of its major components is assessed. This way, the overall performance

can be explained in more detail and possible lines of improvement can be pointed

out. To this end, the success rate of the author recognition is measured as well

as the discriminative behaviour of the different ranking functions.

6.1.1 Hypotheses

The general hypothesis of this evaluation is that augmenting ranking functions

with corporate knowledge as it is done in the prototype system makes it possible

to increase the relevance of the returned documents. This general hypothesis

has two major components:

• It is possible to determine the origin of a document at indexing time by

finding out its potential author.
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• Based on this information, the presented ranking strategies are able to

discriminate relevant and less relevant documents.

It is further interesting to observe if there are subsets of search requests for

which the approach works particularly efficient. If these subsets are defined by

properties of the search requests that are known to the system before presenting

the results, such findings can be used for tuning a knowledge-based ranking

system. It is therefore a hypothesis of the evaluation that such properties are

an indicator for the appropriateness of knowledge-based ranking. The following

properties are considered:

• The querying user’s country of origin.

• The number of query terms.

• The presence of abbreviations in the query.

• The classification of a query as “hard” (e.g. by observing multiple requests

by the same user).

• The presence of particular search intents (e.g. downloading software).

6.2 Performance Evaluation Methods

The key tasks in search engine evaluation are to obtain relevance judgements

and to derive from them measures of the performance which allow comparison.

6.2.1 Obtaining Relevance Judgements

Corpora and User Studies

To provide researchers in Information Retrieval with relevance judgements and

to create a common base for comparison, standard corpora are provided. These

corpora typically consist of a large set of documents, a set of user queries and

relevance judgements. Researchers can now run the given queries on the doc-

uments and evaluate the performance based on the relevance ratings. In Web

Search, the TREC corpora are commonly used[15]. Different types of corpora

are provided mainly as the base of annual competitions. In these competitions,

several numerical performance measures are applied. Among them are the pre-

cision at a given number of retrieved documents (cut-off precision) and the

mean average precision (MAP).

Another straight-forward way to assess the quality of search results is to ob-

tain feedback from users. This can either be done as experiments in a controlled

environment or as an analysis of voluntarily given feedback.
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Particularities of the Approach

The fact that the prototype system is specifically designed for intranet search

is reflected in its performance and in the way this performance has to be eval-

uated. This results in various particularities that have to be respected (cf.

considerations in section 1.1.2):

• The possibility to compare the system’s performance to other systems is

rather limited because relatively little related work exists focused on that

particular intranet. Intranet systems of different companies most likely

differ too strongly to allow comparison.

• Apparently non-HTML documents play a more important role in a cor-

porate intranet as opposed to the web. When writing documents, em-

ployees typically have different purposes in mind than publishing it on

the intranet. The amount of content generated explicitly for web use thus

makes up a smaller fraction. This reduces the amount of hyperlinks and

meta-data.

• Search needs in an intranet are likely to be more specific than those on

the web. The relevance of a document to a specific query may be hard

to evaluate without exact knowledge on why the query has been issued.

This knowledge is only available to employees of the company.

Hence, it is not possible to apply standard benchmark collections to the present

prototype system. Additionally, comparing numerical performance scores of

internet and intranet systems does therefore most likely not provide meaningful

results.

Feedback-Based Evaluation

Even if funding had been available for subject users to test the system, the

corresponding experiments would have been difficult to conduct in a way that

satisfies requirements that arise from the fact that the user’s organizational

position plays an important role in the way the search results are compiled:

Relevance judgements are required that reflect user needs from different, ideally

unrelated, organizational positions in the company.

For these reasons, the present experiments are based on descriptions of user

needs extracted from feedback messages given to the IBM intranet W3. Rele-

vance judgements were done on the basis of these messages together with the

query string issued and knowledge on the user’s organizational position. While

taking into account that there is most likely a considerable bias towards un-

successful queries in such a set of data, this source of information was chosen
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because it constituted the only source for authentic user queries together with

a description of the intended results and the users’ identity.

6.2.2 Numerical Performance Measures

There is not one optimal numerical description of the quality of search results.

The reason for this is that whether search engine results are perceived as good

or bad depends on many different factors which vary strongly among users,

queries and systems. Typically these factors are psychological or pragmatic

in nature and cannot be formalized. Examples of such factors are user’s intent

when issuing a query (for example informational vs. navigational as observed by

[4]) the user’s individual indulgence and assumptions on how the search engine

works.

Numerical evaluation of performance in Information Retrieval is usually

based on the notions of recall and precision as introduced in section 1.2.1. Given

a subset of the search results, recall measures the fraction of the overall relevant

documents present in that set and precision measures the ratio of relevant and

non-relevant documents returned. Performance measures for ranked retrieval

frequently integrate precision and/or recall for several subsets of the ranking

and differ in the choice of these subsets.

Two measures are used for the present evaluation: Precision at a cut-off

of ten documents (p10) and mean average precision (MAP). Given a list L of

ranked retrieval results, where L[i, j] denotes the set of results between list index

i and j, r(A) denotes the number of relevant documents in a set A, they can be

formalized as follows:

p10(L) =
r(L[1, 10])

10

MAP(L) =

∑

p∈rpoints(L)
r(L[1,p])

p

|rpoints(L)|

With rpoints(L) being equal to the set of indices in L where a recall of 0%,

10%, ..., 100% is reached and if p is greater than the length of L, r(L[1, p]) = 0.

p10 is used due to its intuitive interpretation as the number of relevant

documents the system is able to present among the first ten results. MAP is used

because it additionally incorporates recall: Presenting one relevant document

among the top ten is considered a greater achievement if the overall number

of relevant documents is lower. Also, MAP incorporates the order of results

within the top 10 documents. Other choices of rpoints(L) are also common in

the literature, typically the set indices of the retrieved relevant documents[26] or

all retrieved documents up to a certain cut-off (interpolated MAP). The above
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definition was chosen to more directly involve recall.

6.2.3 Parameter Estimation with Linear Regression

The linear rank aggregation as defined in section 4.2.6 determines the final

ranking score from a linear combination of several specialized scores. The scalars

for the respective weighted summation are important parameters for such a

system and strongly depend on the ranges of the individual ranking functions

as well as on how well they are able to predict the document relevance. With

the help of relevance feedback given as a function relevance : D × Q → {0, 1},

the parameters for functions f1...fn can be estimated by trying to find a set of

scalars x1...xn which minimizes:

∑

1≤i≤m

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣





∑

1≤j≤n

xj ∗ fj(di, qi)



 − relevance(di, qi)

∣

∣

∣

∣
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This is a standard linear regression problem which can be solved using least

squares estimation as described in [9].

If relevance feedback and scores are given for m document-query pairs (given

as d1...dm and q1...qm) they can be stored in an m × n matrix A:

A =









f1(d1, q1) · · · fn(d1, q1)
...

. . .
...

f1(dm, qm) · · · fn(dm, qm)









The ratings can be stored in a m-dimensional vector b:

b =









relevance(d1, q1)
...

relevance(dm, qm)









Finding optimal parameters is then equivalent to computing a vector x =

(x1...xj) minimzing the distance of Ax to b (more specifically ||Ax − b||). Ac-

cording to theorem 6.13 in [24] this can be done by finding a solution to:

AT Ax = AT B

With the a QR-decomposition A = QR where Q is orthogonal and R is upper

triangular, the above is equivalent6 to:

6Assuming that A is a full rank matrix.
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<W3FeedbackEntry nohit="false" queryLength="17" commentLength="61">

<sender>xxx@us.ibm.com</sender>

<query>calender+pay+days</query>

<comment>

Would like to find a calender with ibm pay days. Thanks.

</comment>

<category>Suggestion</category>

<impression>Negative</impression>

</W3FeedbackEntry>

Figure 5: XML notation of a search scenario.

Rx = QT b

With the help of a QR-decomposition, one optimal set of parameters can thus

be computed as: x = R−1(QT b)

6.3 Evaluating System Performance

6.3.1 Experimental Setup

Scenarios for Evaluation

At the heart of the evaluation procedure there is a set of 93 scenarios. Scenarios

are triples consisting of a query string, the company-wide unique identification

of the users who issued it and a verbal description of their search intents. The

scenarios were generated from reviewing 450 feedback messages sent to the ad-

ministration of IBM’s intranet search engine. The messages were written by

individual users in respond to a link labelled “Help us improve w3 search. Click

feedback to tell us what you can’t find.” which is provided on the search result

HTML page. On the feedback form, users are asked to provide their names

and e-mail addresses their general impression of the system (positive, negative

or neutral), the type of their problem (one of six categories) and a question or

comment. This information is recorded along with the last query string the user

issued. The scenarios were generated by excluding all messages which did not

include a description of search intent or which were submitted without a proper

query string. Furthermore those scenarios were removed which yielded more

than 20’000 (for technical reasons) or less than 20 search results.

This set of scenarios cannot be considered representative of all queries issued

to a corporate intranet. This becomes evident when comparing the average

number of query terms which is 2.00 on IBM’s intranet search engine and 2.86

on the queries used for evaluation. Given the way, the scenario information was
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collected, a bias towards queries that are very hard to answer for the search

engine is likely. This can be both, due to the hardness of the search problems in

itself and to inadequate formulations of the queries. However, the advantage of

running evaluation based on feedback data may allow to directly address critical

problems of the search system. Still, the major reason for using this data is that

feedback records constituted the only data providing user identity, query string

and search intent7.

Manual categorization of the search intents mentioned by the querying users

has been done. It reveals that 51% of the queries concern geography-related

topics like employee benefits, insurance regulations which vary across countries.

13% are related to the particular place of business. 54% of the queries were

classified “infrastructure-related”, that is concerned with topics other than the

primary task of an employee’s job (e.g. Installing printers, receiving business

cards etc).

Evaluation System

Two components of the prototype system were implemented for the present

experiments. Those are a specialized evaluation search client and a user interface

for relevance rating of the results. Both of them operate on XML files that store

search results at their individual stages (retrieved, scores before aggregation,

scores after aggregation, rated results).

The evaluation search client takes as input XML descriptions of the search

scenarios (as depicted in figure 5), a ranking properties file and access informa-

tion for an OmniFind system. For each scenario, the system is able to run the

query on OmniFind and then apply knowledge-based ranking based on the user

identity given in the scenario. The system is designed in a way that allows to

store and load data at each processing stage (figure 6). It is therefore possible to

apply multiple ranking strategies to the same search results without re-running

the query on the OmniFind system. Such a modular design was necessary to

allow easy batch processing and to save processing time, which made it possible

to quickly do experiments on additional ranking strategies.

The user interface for rating (figure 7) was implemented as a Java Server

Page in order to present the results in the same way as they are shown during

search. Presenting the results in a web browser was particularly important to

allow verification of the document relevance by following the links returned a

search results. To allow unbiased rating, the documents were presented in ran-

domized order and without giving hints on the ranking strategy applied. At

7The task to optimize search results given a particular search intent together with user
profile and context information as it is done here is similar to that of high-accuracy studies
like in the TREC 2005 HARD track(http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/research/hard/).
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<result collectionID="seb2" documentType="text/html" language="en"

firstOfSite="false" number="0">

<title>GC AUDIENCE - Product Development & Test</title>

<description>...<SPAN CLASS="OFHighlightTerm1">GC</SPAN> AUDIENCE

Product Development Test. ...see all future <SPAN CLASS=

"OFHighlightTerm2">events</SPAN>. ...Past <SPAN CLASS=

"OFHighlightTerm2">events</SPAN> on demand. ...bullet e-Connexions

access papers from past<SPAN CLASS="OFHighlightTerm2">events</SPAN>

. ...Contact Sue Williams <SPAN CLASS="OFHighlightTerm3">Somers

</SPAN>IBM IBMUS with comments or corrections for this page ...

</description>

<score>76.47736147344008</score>

<documentID>http://w3-03.ibm.com/ux/site.nsf/g/publish/2643</documentID>

<documentSource>Web</documentSource>

<documentURI />

<field name="ibmperson" />

<field name="modifieddate">1123206386000</field>

<field name="dept">JACA</field>

<field name="cn">Joseph Hxxx, Joe Hxxx, Josef Hxxx, Sepp Hxxx</field>

<field name="div">61</field>

<field name="cc">us</field>

<field name="ibmloc">BNT</field>

<field name="uid">84XXXXXXX</field>

<field name="email">jxxxx@us.ibm.com</field>

<field name="notesshortname">jxxxx</field>

<rankingScore name="01treeDistance">0.0</rankingScore>

<rankingScore name="03divisionDistance">0.484721063476</rankingScore>

<rankingScore name="02locationDistance">0.24659696365</rankingScore>

<rankingScore name="04omnifind">0.76477344009</rankingScore>

<rankingScore name="searchapp.ranking.RankAggregator">

1.496091642155627

</rankingScore>

</result>

Figure 6: XML representation of search results with ranking scores as they serve
as input to the relevance rating system (anonymized).

the top of the page, important information on the search scenario is displayed.

This includes the query string, the feedback message describing the search in-

tent, and information on the querying user including name, location, country

and a hyperlink to an employee directory page giving a job description. For

each result document, the page displays radio buttons for rate selection. Only

the 20 highest-ranked documents are displayed and can be rated. If a docu-

ment re-appears under the same scenario but for a different ranking strategy

the previous rate is pre-selected when the page is loaded.

Manual Rating

Little more than 100 scenarios were selected for manual rating (some were later
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Figure 7: The result rater web application. Radio buttons are displayed for
each search result allowing to rate it 0, 3, 7 or 10 (for 0%, 30%, ... relevance)

excluded because of lacking clarity in the description of the search need). Five

rank aggregation strategies were applied to all documents (cf. section 4.2 for

definitions of the rank aggregation strategies):

Linear1, Linear2 and Linear3. The linear rank aggregation is applied to

all available ranking functions. The three conditions differ in the choice of

the aggregation parameters. womnifind is constantly chosen to be 1.0. wtree,

wlocation and wdivision are chosen to be 1.0 in Linear1, 2.5 in Linear2 and 5.0 in

the Linear3 condition.

TopN. TopN aggregates several previously computed lists into one by lin-

ing up their top elements round-robin. The required previous rankings are

computed by individually integrating one of the three knowledge-based rank-

ing strategies(treeDistance, locationDistance and divisionDistance) with the Om-

niFind ranking score (e.g. λ(d, q) : treeDistance(d, q) + omnifindScore(d, q)) as a

fourth input ranking function omnifindScore is used on its own.

OmniFind. The standard OmniFind ranking as a baseline condition.
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Note that OmniFind standard scoring is taken into account in each aggrega-

tion strategy. This is because it incorporates some linguistic relevance measures

that ensure that the search results are not completely off-topic. The OmniFind

score is based on layout-based term weights, search term proximity, TF-IDF

values and the number of links referencing a given document (in-degree). Ap-

plying the knowledge-based ranking strategies without these factors would result

in presenting results which are organizationally close to the querying user but

which may only remotely mention one of the query terms.

Rating consists of manually assigning one of four rate values to each docu-

ment:

100% If the document directly contains the desired information or constitutes

the page or service the user specified as search target.

70% If the document is not the search target itself but contains useful infor-

mation on how to proceed. These are typically hyperlinks, sometimes useful

telephone numbers or other information. A closer look at the page may be

required to assess its relevance.

30% If the information is not helpful fulfil the search intent, but matches the

topic. The general idea is that the users may not consider this page relevant but

they may understand why it was returned by a search engine. Typical examples

are pages on employee benefits for staff located in Australia if the querying

person is based in the USA.

0% Otherwise.

Given about 100 scenarios that were to be rated, each for five ranking strate-

gies considering the top 20 results about 10’000 search results were rated (includ-

ing duplicates). It took one hour to rate 200-500 documents depending on the

number of duplicates that required no extra work. Throughout the evaluation

of the rates, the assumption is made that the process of rating the documents

in a list is similar to that of using search engine results and hence the behaviour

of the rating person (e.g. skipping the third document with the same title if the

first two proved irrelevant) approximates that of a target user. Due to practical

limitations, all ratings were done by the author, who was however at the mo-

ment of rating unaware of the ranking strategy that was used to generate the

presented results.
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6.3.2 Evaluation Results

Numerical tests

From the relevance ratings, several scores were computed to make search results

comparable. These include the precision at 3, 10 and 20 documents as well as

the MAP for each ranking function.

The scenarios are classified into four categories based on which rank aggre-

gation strategies yields the best results: “tie” if the performance measures of

all strategies are similar (within 30% of the OmniFind strategy), “OF wins”, if

OmniFind performs clearly better, “KB wins” if the knowledge-based strategy

performs clearly better and “zero” if no ranking strategy was able to produce

one relevant result among the top 208.

Figure 8: The number of scenarios “won” by the different ranking strategies.
Separate for different query length.

Figure 8 shows the number of scenarios in each category for queries of dif-

ferent length. For queries consisting of one query term the knowledge-based

ranking system performs better than the OmniFind standard ranking in 62%

of the cases. For larger number of query terms, this fraction diminishes (overall

38%). The overall mean average precision (MAP) values are displayed in table

4. To allow a more intuitive understanding of these results, table 5 compares

8This abstracts over the configuration of the knowledge-based ranking used. Of course,
this favors the knowledge-based strategies. However this may be justified because with the
help of further tuning, it might be possible to find a configuration that performs at least as
well as the accumulation of these three.
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winner classification based on MAP with that based on precision at 10, which

directly gives the number of relevant results presented on the first page of a

typical intranet search result presentation. The table shows a high correlation

of the results (high numbers on the diagonal). The fact that comparison of

precision at 10 winners leads to more ties can be explained by the fact that the

MAP scores take into account the top 20 results as well as the order in which

the results are presented and thus allow a better discrimination.

Ranking Strategy best linear1 linear2 linear3 of
MAP 0.151 0.130 0.120 0.116 0.266

Table 4: MAP for the different ranking strategies.

For the present results, the distinction between results rated 100% and re-

sults rated 70%, was not considered. All documents rated 70% or above were

considered relevant. The reason for this is that 74% of the result sets did not

contain a single 100% result. Overall, results rated 100% made up only 22% of

the relevant results. These numbers suggests that it is hard to return optimal

results to many search problems. It is therefore likely that the presence of re-

sults considered perfect matches may tell more about the search problem than

on the quality of the ranking.

MAP winner
precision winner kb of tie zero total

kb 14 2 2 0 18
of 19 2 0 21
tie 6 8 7 0 21

zero 3 4 1 25 33
total 23 33 12 25 93

Table 5: Comparison of the winner classification as done by MAP vs. precision
at 10 documents. A document is classified a winner if its score is at leas 30%
higher than that of the others.

Observations

Appendix section A lists the query strings on which the knowledge-based rank-

ing strategy performs clearly better along with the verbal description of the

search intent.

Queries like “holiday”, “helpdesk”, “visitor badge” and “K-12 Matching

Grants Program” demonstrate the potential of the system to zoom into an

employee’s work context and present him information local holidays, the local

helpdesk etc. As location or country related queries make up a considerable
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fraction of the queries 9 and pollution of result sets by documents from remote

locations was a frequent reason for complaints in the reviewed feedback entries,

improvement on such queries is valuable for intranet search engines of large

organizations. The increased quality of the search results is typically due to

high values in the location distance ranking score (1.0 for all winners concerning

the “holiday” and “visitor badge” query).

While the above-mentioned queries could easily be disambiguated by adding

the name of the respective location, this may not be possible if the user is un-

aware of the ambiguity in the query. As specified in the comment, when entering

“diversity” the user was thinking of course material on cultural diversity. How-

ever many aspects of workforce diversity are treated in the IBM intranet. It is

therefore understandable that the standard OmniFind rank produces no rele-

vant results. The relevant documents presented in the knowledge-based rank-

ings have high scores in the geographic distance (1.0) and the division similarity

(∼1.0) indicating that the document has been authored by a person located

on the same site and within the same division. The disambiguation of “diver-

sity” is hence based on the fact, that these two organizationally close employees

are concerned with the same aspect of workforce diversity. The query string

“email international business etiquette” constitutes another example of hidden

ambiguity as it seems to specify clearly that documents on email etiquette in

a context of international business are required. However, given that “interna-

tional business” is a very frequent collocation10 it may not help to restrict the

set of returned documents in the desired manner. The only document rated

relevant in any of the rankings features a relatively high division distance score

(0.47) indicating that author and user are working in a similar division and thus

are likely to be both concerned with international business. The success with

the abbreviations “DSP” and “EPP” can be explained in a similar way as they

have 15 and respectively 9 different meanings within IBM.

Figure 8 shows that for a considerable number of scenarios, no relevant search

results was presented among the top 20 results. During relevance rating it be-

came obvious that this is partly due to problems of OmniFind’s term proximity

ranking with very large documents. Such documents made up a considerable

portion of some search result lists even though the query terms occurred far

away from each other and did not make up the major topic of the documents.

The TopN Ranking strategy

The MAP comparison shows that different ranking strategies perform differ-

ently well in different cases. Given a heterogeneous field of potential search

951% of the test scenarios were classified location-related in a manual inspection.
10IBM stands for International Business Machines.
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scenarios it may not always be possible to find parameters for linearly combin-

ing multiple ranking score into one score. A different way of combining rankings

is applied in the TopN rank aggregation strategy by merging the top ranked re-

sults from each strategy into one ranking.

Ranking
winner TopN linear1 linear2 linear3

kb 0.049 0.170 0.160 0.120
of -0.325 -0.451 -0.456 -0.458
tie -0.091 -0.139 -0.189 -0.132

Table 6: Difference of the aggregated scores to the OmniFind score for the
different strategies separate by which strategy performs best. Observe that the
’topN’ strategy is always closest to the OmniFind score.

Table 6 shows that scores aggregated using the TopN strategy demonstrate

a greater stability. The MAP differences to the OmniFind ranking score are

given for all knowledge based strategies. TopN’s MAP scores are closer to the

OmniFind baseline score. In cases where OmniFind shows better results, TopN

performs better than the other strategies, in cases where a knowledge-based

strategy wins, they are lower. This indicates that TopN is more likely to produce

some relevant results but not likely to produce more than other strategies or

giving them in the perfect order. Table 7 demonstrates this stability in counting

the scenarios in which the OmniFind score produced the best ranking and the

other scores yielded at least half as many relevant results among the top 10.

With the TopN ranking strategy this is the case in 70% of the cases, for the

other strategies only in 27%.

Ranking strategy
best linear1 linear2 linear3

no 10 23 24 25
yes 23 10 9 8

Table 7: Count of scenarios in which the OmniFind score produced the best
ranking and the other scores yielded at least half as many relevant results among
the top 10.

6.3.3 Case Distinctions

In order to gain further insights on potential ways of integrating knowledge-

based ranking into an intranet search system and how to configure it, perfor-

mance comparisons based on subsets of the search scenarios were done. The
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following comparions are considered useful but could not be reasonably con-

ducted due to low numbers of scenarios in some of the subsets:

• Country based analysis: Some features are currently only implemented for

the United States and Canada (namely dictionary-based author detection

and division ranking). However, there are only 7 scenarios from outside

North America.

• Very hard queries: Especially as the results stem from feedback data

(which mostly consists of user complaints) there is probably a higher ratio

of very hard or inadequately formulated queries. It would be interesting

to assess the performance of the system on this class of queries.

Nevertheless, some observations were possible.

• Most prominently, as can be seen in figure 8, the knowledge-based ranking

performs best on single term queries. This is most likely because single

term queries are more prone to ambiguity which can then be resolved by

the knowledge-based strategy.

• Linear rank aggregation strategies perform strongly above their average

when abbreviations are searched for. Possibly for the reasons analyzed

above for some examples. If this is so, a search engine could be tuned to

use a specialized ranking strategy if an abbreviation is found in the query

string.

• There is seemingly no dependence of the overall performance of knowledge-

based ranking functions on the number of candidate results.

6.4 Evaluation of the Ranking Functions

The key measure of quality of a ranking function is its predictive power with

respect to document relevance. This cannot be considered in an isolated manner

but rather requires end-to-end evaluation as it was done in the experiments

already described. Section 6.5 (parameter estimation) adds a further aspect

to the evaluation of ranking functions by relating the estimated aggregation

parameters to their predictive power.

Value Distribution

A relative comparison of the ranking functions has already been done through

parameter estimation. In order to better understand the behaviour of individual

ranking functions it is helpful to take a look at the distribution of values they

assign. This is done by plotting the function values for all documents sorted in
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increasing orders. These distribution profiles (figure 9) reveal a potential prob-

lem of the scoring functions when used in connection with linear combination

aggregation: There are relatively large jumps in the assigned values when ap-

proaching the highest or lowest score values. The jump in the division distance

values between 0.0 and 0.8 is due to the fact that smooth values that the distance

matrix used is filled with values typically ranging between 0.8 and 1.0. However

documents stemming from divisions not related in the matrix are assigned 0.0

by default. When choosing a parameter for linearly integrating division distance

into the ranking score, it can be chosen to be sensitive to the values between 0.8

and 1.0. It is then however even more sensitive to lacking division information.

To overcome such problems, maximum and minimum values can be introduced

for the scores. Values above or below were adjusted to fit in this range.

Figure 9: Distribution profiles of the four scoring functions for all documents
rated in the evaluation scenarios.

Correlation

The correlations from Table 8 show that the current knowledge-based ranking

functions have a relatively high mutual correlation. One explanation may be

that the aspects of work context they describe are highly interdependent: Em-

ployees working in one division tend to be geographically close, and also have a

similar position in the management hierarchy.
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tree location division OF
tree - - - -

location 0.240 - - -
division 0.390 0.222 - -

OF -0.361 -0.222 -0.106 -
rate -0.361 -0.024 -0.002 0.316

Table 8: Correlation coefficient between different scoring functions and the suc-
cess rate.

6.5 Parameter Estimation

6.5.1 Motivation

Up to now, the parameters for linear ranking score aggregation were guessed.

To abstract over the exact parameter configuration in the above experiments, a

scenario has been considered to be better solved with a knowledge-based ranking

function, if one of the ranking functions performed better than the baseline

condition. However it is of course the goal to determine one configuration that

is successful in most cases. This can be obtained estimating parameters using

the above-introduced linear regression method.

Finding parameters for a linear combination of the ranking functions does

not only allow suggesting system configurations for potential applications of the

system. The parameters can also be used to compare the predictive power of

the ranking functions. If xj has a relatively low absolute value for a function j,

this means that it is not very useful to predict a document’s relevance based on

this function.

6.5.2 Putting Linear Regression into Practice

For the m document-query tuples (d1, ..., dm and q1, ...qm ) used for estimation,

the input for linear regression was computed as follows:

A =





1 treeDistance(d1, q1) locationDistance(d1, q1) divisionDistance(d1, q1) omnifindScore(d1, q1)
...

...
...

...
...

1 treeDistance(dm, qm) locationDistance(dm, qm) divisionDistance(dm, qm) omnifindScore(dm, qm)





b =





rate(d1, q1)
...

rate(dm, qm)





Where rate is 0 if the user rate is below 50% and 1 otherwise. The goal is to

find a parameter vector x (cf. section 4.2.6 for a definition of the aggregation

function). c is an offset, that can be neglegted for ranking purposes.
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x =
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These values have a direct interpretation as average deviation from the rating.

In order to apply the least squares method, some design decisions were taken.

One problem in parameter estimation was due to the fact that relevance ratings

only existed for the top-ranked documents. Taking into account only the rated

documents, none or a negative correlation existed between document relevance

and most relevance scores (Table 8). This was most naturally so because the

only examples of zero-relevance documents were those that were ranked high

by at least one ranking function. Without any further data available, the only

possibility to approximate behaviour of the system with the non-rated docu-

ments was to artificially assume ratings for these documents. To assess the

effect, zero-relevance ratings were assumed for these documents and the respec-

tive matrix rows were inserted. This was done for 20, 100 and 200 further zero

ratings. (Table 9). The effect was that with an increased number of added zero

ratings all parameters approached zero, while the error of the approximation

strongly decreased. This can be explained by the following observation: The

more irrelevant documents there are in the sample the better is an estimation

with a tendency to assume all documents to be irrelevant.

Added zero ratings
function 0 20 100 200

const -1.091 -1.120 -0.830 -1.071
tree 0.085 0.323 0.502 0.980

location 0.132 0.232 0.129 0.104
div 0.052 0.238 0.212 0.096
of 1.336 0.981 0.432 0.310

error 0.237 0.125 0.058 0.042

Table 9: Results of parameter estimation for different number of added guessed
zero ratings.
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The aggregated ranking scores have not been designed to lie in the full range

between 0 and 1. However, the values that are to be approximated are in this

range. Hence, a constant ranking function (corresponding to the 1-column)

was introduced to prevent the least-squares approximation to force the ranking

functions into that range. In experiments without such a constant compensation

function, the location ranking function was assigned negative values of about

-0.3. The reasons for this was that the OmniFind ranking score was hardly ever

lower than 0.7. To achieve a good approximation for zero-relevance documents,

negative coefficients were unavoidable.

Finally, to address the issue of large jumps in the values of the individual

ranking scores as described in section 6.4 the function values were trimmed to

the maximum and minimum values marked with horizontal lines in figure 9.

As argued above a crisp 0-1 notion of relevance was used. Due to the inev-

ident salience of intermediate values. Calculations were done with the help of

the JAMA algebra package for Java[17].

6.5.3 The Estimated Values

Assuming that it is more helpful than disrupting to add 20 non-rated docu-

ments with a guessed relevance of 0, a good approximation of the relevance of

a document d to a query q is (cf. table 9):

relevance(d, q) ' −1.12

+ 0.323 treeDistance(d, q)

+ 0.232 locationDistance(d, q)

+ 0.284 divisionDistance(d, q)

+ 0.981 omnifindScore(d, q)

Note the considerable difference of these values to those that were previously

guessed. In all guessed configurations, OmniFind had less than or equal weight

as the other functions. The reason for that was that when guessing, it was

assumed that OmniFind scores use the full range between 0 and 1. However,

they typically range between 0.7 and 1.0.

Taking into account the ranges of the functions, an indicator of the relative

predictive power of individual ranking function f out of the set F of functions

can be computed as follows:

(maxd,qf(d, q) − mind,qf(d, q)) ∗ xf
∑

f∈F (xf )

The resulting values are as depicted in table 10.

This reflects the observation that the majority of the query is geography-
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Manager Tree Distance 0.12
Location Distance 0.22
Division Distance 0.09
OmniFind Score 0.56

Table 10: Relative predictive power of the ranking strategies

related and that a minority of queries is related to the searching person’s subject

of work (cf. section 6.3.1). The high weight of the OmniFind score is due to

the fact that it predicts the relevance of a query term for a given document.

To verify the quality of the estimation, the following validation was done:

Two subsets of the ratings were formed and the same parameter estimation

was performed with that subset. The parameters estimated using those subsets

deviate on average 6.5% from the above values. The maximum deviation en-

countered for an individual scoring function was 13.5%. See section 6.6 for a

functional analysis of the system using these parameters.

6.5.4 Limitations

Some limitations of the linear regression approach to parameter estimation have

to be kept in mind:

• The approach assumes that absolute page relevance values can be reason-

ably approximated as a linear combination of the ranking scores. However,

ranking presents first always those documents with the highest score, re-

gardless of the absolute values of that score. A ranking score a(d, q) might

work reasonably in assigning for one query 0.2 to all more relevant doc-

uments and 0.0 to the others and for another query 0.8 to the irrelevant

and 1.0 to the relevant. Finding a scalar to aggregate this into a ranking

score which properly approximates a zero-one relevance rating however is

impossible.

• As opposed to other estimation methods the least squares approximation

used here does not generalize over the data. More complex data mining

methods would be less prone to the influence of individual implausible

ratings and would thus allow deriving estimations that generalize better

other scenarios.

• Because only the documents previously ranked among the top 20 were

rated the quality of the input to the parameter estimation indirectly de-

pends on the quality of the configuration used prior to rating. Re-iterating

the estimation with document ratings done on further ranking results may

improve the parameter estimation.
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• The configuration derived does not constitute a general law but only fits

the current situation. If for example a more effective author recognition

system becomes available, yielding organizational positions for almost all

documents, it is likely that the predictive power of the knowledge-based

ranking strategy increases.

6.6 System Performance Revisited

Relevance ranking was re-calculated on the basis of the suggested improvements

from section 6.4 and the estimated parameters from section 6.5.3. The quality

of the results are displayed in figure 10 which can be directly compared to

figure 8. Note that for figure 10, a document was only classified “KB wins”

if the new knowledge-based ranking strategy performed 30% better (in terms

of MAP) than the OmniFind ranking. In contrast to the other configurations

of knowledge-based ranking this version outperforms OmniFind ranking also

in terms of MAP (0.26 vs. 0.24) and average number of relevant documents

retrieved at a cut-off of 10 (2.25 vs. 1.87). It is thus possible to report that

the knowledge-based strategies applied here yield an overall improvement of the

ranking as opposed to non-knowledge-based search.

Figure 10: The number of scenarios “won” by either the knowledge-based rank-
ing scores in the newly estimated configuration, the standard score or none of
them

Taking a look at the remaining scenarios on which the knowledge-based

system performs less efficient than the OmniFind ranking, there appears to be
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a high number of navigational queries. 12 of the 18 (67%) of these queries

mention a common name of an IBM product, a tool or a campaign. The reason

of the reduced performance on these queries are that entities are searched for

which are known company wide. Context-based ranking is thus disruptive in

these cases. In the current system, such queries are frequently answered with

the help of “Suggested Matches”, that is manually encoded answers to frequent

queries. For 44% of the scenarios on which context is disruptive, “Suggested

Matches” are currently available.

6.7 Evaluation of the Author Recognition System

The evaluation of the author recognition has been mainly done to answer several

questions:

• Primarily it is interesting to give a success rate, telling, for which fraction

of the document set mentioned persons can be determined.

• Also, the quality of the annotations has to be assessed.

• Finally, the effect of the different information sources used can be com-

pared and possibilities of improving the results are to be determined.

The experiments where done by letting the IBMPerson annotator count and

output the number of candidates and actual annotations done during a parsing

session. Documents passed to the annotator without any significant content

(less than 300 characters in length) because the parser was not able to detect

the contained text were omitted during counting.

6.7.1 Success Rate

The annotator was able to detect mentioned persons in 43.7% of the pages.

In 27.9% of the cases author recognition was not possible because no email

address, meta-data entry or full name of an employee was detected. In the

remaining cases, the references found could not be mapped to entries in the

BluePages. Manual inspection of randomly selected annotated pages reveals

that most annotations are justified in the sense that the IBMPerson object

annotated reflects a person mentioned on the page. Errors (missed annotations

and annotations that are not reflected in the document’s content) are seldom and

may very well be due to modification to the pages in question. When considering

the pages rated relevant during retrieval evaluation, 53% of the relevant pages

retrieved by the OmniFind ranking have an author attached. Among the pages

retrieved by the best knowledge based configuration (the one with estimated

parameters) this ratio rises to 74%.
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6.7.2 Detailed Considerations

Table 11 lists counts of output and intermediate results of parsing sessions with

the author recognition annotator. The numbers denote percentages relative to

the number of documents processed. Two distinct document collections were

processed. One giving a usual crawl over the IBM intranet, the other with a

restricted scope of URLs intended to contain a higher amount of highly au-

thoritive pages. In addition to overall success counts explained above, three

percentages are given for each possible source of person information. The ’an-

notated’ values specify how many annotations have been generated from this

type of information. ’Found’ specifies how many annotation candidates of that

type have been generated and ’queried’ how many of them have actually been

used to query the employee data base. Note that the number of annotations

per document was limited to 5 in order to not having to run too many queries

against the data base. A difference between ’found’ and ’queried’ values thus

means that the information was identified but not used due to the above limi-

tation and a difference between ’queried’ and ’annotated’ means that there was

no correspondence to the candidates in the employee data base.

Meta-data candidates have highest priority while at the same time always

occurring only once per document, therefore nearly all meta-data candidates

were queried to the data base. However, lookup fails on about 50% of all e-mail

and meta-data candidates. Taking a closer look at these candidates reveals that

there are three major reasons for these failures:

• E-Mail addresses and meta-data entries may not refer to individuals but

may be e-mail aliases of functional nature. Typical entries are:

webmaster@watson.ibm.com and infonet@us.ibm.com.

• In HTML, meta-data free text fields and some users are obviously un-

aware that this information is to be processed fully automatically. There-

fore many non-standard entries can be found (spelling mistakes, multiple

names, names without country-code information etc.)

• There is no mechanism that forces web authors to keep the meta-information

up to date. The meta-data records may list authors that are no longer

employed by IBM and therefore not in the data base.

Item two and three of that list are specific to meta-data, they constitute (21.8%

and 13.3% of the overall missed meta-data entries).

6.7.3 Authorative Pages

To assess whether the annotation process is equally likely to be successful any-

where in the intranet, the evaluation process was run separately on a subset of
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pages that contains a higher number of authorative pages. These pages were

selected by crawling 1000 documents starting at the W3 worldwide entry page

and limiting the URL path depth11 to 3. Comparing annotations of this set of

“authorities” to a larger set of documents without these limitations reveals that

author recognition is more successful on authoritive pages. The higher success

rate is due to a lower ratio of documents with no candidate annotations. In

particular meta-data entries and lexicalized employee names are found more of-

ten. This observation confirms the intuition that more authorative page tend to

follow the IBM standards for intranet page design more strictly which require

meta-data annotation.

% of pages processed
All pages Authorities

Author recognized 43.7 53.6
No candidates 27.9 19.0

Meta-Data annotated 32.0 38.5
Queried 65.8 68.2

Found 65.8 68.2

E-Mail annotated 19.6 17.0
Queried 36.7 34.2

Found 87.4 99.4

Lexicon annotated 31.1 39.7
Queried 34.6 42.8

Found 48.1 66.5

Table 11: Success rates measured during author recognition. All values as
percentages of the whole set of documents processed.

6.7.4 Possible Improvements

The large discrepancies between the number of candidates queried and those

that are finally used for annotation show a large loss of information due to the

inability to resolve references. Two general approaches can be taken to overcome

these limitations: A larger variety of data sources can be exploited or extra

knowledge can be added manually from the failure experiences. While keeping

in mind that both would come at the expense of offline or online resources, it

might be reasonable to do one or more of the following:

• For the most prominent non-persons (like webmaster@almaden.ibm.com)

store that part of the IBM person information that applies also to non-

11A syntactic criterion limiting the number of forward slash characters in the URL (except
for those in http://). This criterion was chosen because authorative pages tend to be located
closer to the root of their servers file systems.
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persons (location, department, ...) either manually or by exploiting the

domain suffix.

• Resolve inconsistencies (e.g. overcome the problem that Great Britain is

at some places referred to as gb and sometimes as uk).

• Use the IBM public address book to resolve e-mail aliases which may not

be stored in the BluePages.

A further line of improvement has already been implemented in the ranking

strategies. A black list has been introduced that excludes among others all

annotations generated from the e-mail address joe@us.ibm.com. This was done

because the system identified substantial parts of the Asian intranet as authored

by the individual with that e-mail address because it is used as an example.

6.8 Conclusions

The results demonstrate that knowledge based ranking can improve intranet

search results. This is particularly the case with potentially more ambiguous one

word queries. With the help of parameter estimation a configuration was found

that performed better than the standard ranking procedures. However, one

needs to keep in mind that simplifying assumptions have to be made whenever

complex relations are mapped to something as inherently one dimensional as a

ranking. For example, geographic proximity may be helpful in many cases, but

may constrict communication in an international team. This is the reason why

the present approach is likely to perform worse than before on some queries.

One important finding is that only 44% receive an author annotation and

that only 53% of the top 20 most relevant pages retrieved with the Omnifind

strategy have an author attachted as compared to 75% with the knowledge-

based stragegy which performs significatnly better. The determination of the

organizational position of the documents is thus an important line of possible

improvements.

The balancing effect of the TopN rank aggregation strategy suggests that

instead of a full replacement, integration of several strategies should be done.

There may be two ways to achieve such an integration: Either by directly use

a TopN-like rank aggregation strategy in the search engine, or by displaying

the results of knowledge-based ranking separately, for example in a sidebar or

reachable through a link labelled “results from near you in the organization”. In

such a separate presentation, the stabilizing effect of the TopN ranking suggests

that the top results from each score should be presented rather than a linear

aggregation. It may then be useful to present these results under different

heading as it is done in one of the visualizations in the prototype system.
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More detailed and precise results could be derived based on a larger amount

of labour intensive relevance rating. This would also allow to derive different

configurations for different types of queries (e.g. particular parameters for single

word queries).
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Summary

The hypothesis of the project work presented here was that the information

that an organization maintains on its structure can be used to improve search

results of its intranet search engine. A prototype system was implemented based

on the concept of organizational distance which transfers the idea of semantic

distance to relations that exist in large organizations. Several distance notions

were identified. They define the distance between the document author and

the querying user. Organizational information was applied in two steps during

processing:

• Prior to index generation, document authors were identified and important

information on their organizational position was derived from an employee

database and annotated to the document.

• During search, the organizational distance between the querying user and

the previously annotated author information was measured. The mea-

surements were based on knowledge about the organization’s structure.

The derived distance was used to rank documents higher that stem from the

querying users’ work context. Three organizational distance measures were

implemented and evaluated. They base their distance calculation on geographic

information, the management structure and direct (linguistic) comparison of

company divisions.

The performance of the prototype system was evaluated using real-life search

problems encountered and described by intranet users. An increase of 20% in

the number of relevant documents among the top 10 highest ranked results could

be reported as well as an increase in mean average precision. Evaluation results

demonstrated a great relative predictive power of the geography-based ranking

function as well as a high sensitivity of the system to weighting parameters used

in to compute the ranking scores. In order to account for the fact that a one-

dimensional ranking score is frequently unable to capture orthogonal document

features that may determine document relevance, two experimental methods of

search result presentation were implemented.

7.2 Further Research

Further work on the subject can be done in three directions. First, further

experiments can be done using the same setup to gain further insights in the

potential of the approach. Second, it is important to consider the transferability
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to other intranets. From the experiments done here on the IBM intranet guide-

lines on how to transfer the approach to other organizations can be derived.

Finally improvements can be done either by adding further types of knowledge

to the same system or by modifying the approach.

7.2.1 Further Investigations

For more precise and statistically valid results of the overall system, the experi-

ments from section 6 could be re-done with a higher number of relevance ratings.

As the relevance rating is very labour intensive (about 1 person-week for the

present evaluation) this was not in the scope of this project. A larger corpus

of relevance ratings would also allow to produce subsets of scenarios and derive

different configurations for different situations using parameter estimation as in

section 6.5. For example, a different configuration may improve performance on

queries with many query terms or those containing an abbreviation.

It might further be attractive to use more sophisticated mechanisms for

estimating the parameters (e.g. from the field of Machine Learning). This may

help avoiding over-fitting and yield more accurate results.

An investigation that is left to be done is to assess whether the person

annotated to the document during author recognition is actually the author.

This can be done manually. Note that the correctness of the author recognition

to that respect was not scope of this work because any mention of a person

of an organization’s employee on an intranet page was considered heuristically

relevant for determining the organizational position.

Some suggested technical improvements of the author recognition sub-system

have been derived in section 6.7.4.

7.2.2 Transferability

In section 5.1.4 four roles of people operating the prototype system were iden-

tified: The user, the administrator, the knowledge engineer and the developer.

When transferring the system to another intranet, the user interaction and its

basic implementation should remain the same. The changes that are to be

done lie in the field of the administrator and, most prominently, in that of the

knowledge engineer. His tasks would be as follows:

• Identify the organization’s sources of knowledge, in particular the key

properties of document authors and querying users that can be used for

distance calculation.

• Develop the respective annotation methods that allow the author recog-

nition system to annotate the author.
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• Modify the UIMA configuration to map the newly derived information to

document fields.

• Identify suitable distance measures and implement them as ranking func-

tions.

These tasks formed a major fraction of the development work done in this

project. A ranking system based on organizational information can thus not

be deployed as an off-the-shelve product but requires a considerable amount

customization service.

7.2.3 Suggested Improvements

Author Recognition

References to authors (or other persons) on a page are only one way of deter-

mining the organizational position of a document. To improve the performance

of the system, other sources should be exploited. This is in particular suggested

by the fact that 47% of the documents ranked among the top 20 with a stan-

dard ranking procedure have no organizational position attached yet. Some

other sources that appear worthwhile considering are:

• The document URL together with company data sources that allow con-

cluding the organizational position. IBM for example employs a server

and directory naming convention that allows concluding the geographic of

a page.

• The language of a document correlates with its geographic (and possibly

also organizational) origin.

• Automatic document classification may allow estimating the organiza-

tional origin of the documents based on the origin of fellow documents

located in the same class.

• Terminology may give a hint on the document’s origin.

Distance Calculation

Two major types of organizational information that could be exploited in ad-

dition to what has been implemented are employee areas of expertise as well

as intranet usage data. Intranet usage data can be employed to consider those

areas of an intranet organizationally close to a given user that are frequently

visited by people from his organizational vicinity. (E.g. rank higher documents

from the marketing department for sales people because they frequently access
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those documents.) Expertise knowledge is typically available in form of entries

in the employee database as well as indirectly through membership in expert

groups or mailing lists. Organizational distance can be defined in a way that

considers two people closely related that share a large amount of interests and

qualifications. Additionally expertise information can be employed to judge the

document author’s competences on a given topic which may allow conclusions

on the quality of a document. While being a static score, such a measure could

be derived in much the same way as the distance measures used in this project.

Retrieval Performance

One drawback of the current implementation is the fact that for some queries

the organizational distance has to be computed at query time for very many

documents. This may lead to slow response times as all these documents have

to be retrieved from the index. Even though, ranking based on organizational

distance to the querying user is inherently dynamic, there are ways to integrate

the calculation with the index in order to reduce the number of documents that

have to be visited at query time. This can be done by doing one of the following:

• As suggested in section 4.3 ranking functions classified as term boost

equivalent can be implemented by defining for each possible property value

that contributes to the score a query term. This query term is matched

during index lookup while a match adds a pre-defined amount to the

overall ranking score. Such a computation requires that the search engine

allows specifying such boost values for classes of terms.

• Some organizational distance functions allow identifying each organiza-

tional position with numerical coordinates (e.g. geographic distance func-

tions). Provided a sufficiently rich query language, the queries could be

restricted to certain ranges of the coordinates. This allows excluding doc-

uments that are unlikely to belong to the most relevant results.

• If search results have properties that can be organized along several or-

thogonal aspects (”dimensions”), a convenient way of presenting them is in

terms of multiple facets [6]. This way, the user can drill down his search in-

tent by selecting classes documents based on one facet or the other. When

implemented on a system that allows faceted search, classes of organiza-

tionally close documents could be organized in facets. A knowledge-based

ranking module could then do a drill-down automatically while quickly

excluding organizationally remote documents.
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A List of Successful Queries

at&t net client

I was hoping a search for ”AT&T Net Client” would yield that offering’s in-

tranet home page. http://w3-03.ibm.com/tools/it/ittools.nsfmainattnc global

would be nice.

creating racf dataset groups

Is there information with step by step instructions on how to create a racf group

and connecting that group to a dataset? Also how to find out what profile pro-

tects a dataset?

diversity

I’m looking for Country Profiles based on Cultural Orientation. I was exposed

to this material in a Basic Blue course...

DSP

In searching for my department safety procedure

eamt

searching for eamt or asset does not show hardware asset management tool

email international business etiquette

I’m trying to find an area on the intranet site that talks about business email

etiquette. Specifically about wordspunctuations that shouldn’t be used in cer-

tain countries. I haven’t been able to find anything but I’m sure there must be

something published.

EPP

I’m trying to find the page offering contractor prices on ThinkPads and related

accessories. Not having any luck - I know I have seen it before (pretty recently).

growth and innovation metric

Hi, a few days ago there was anarticle on Growth and Innovation metric (GIM)

on w3. GIM is supposed to be important, but search doesn’t find much on it -

on the first search page for GIM, I didn’t get ”growth and Innovation Metric”

even once, but I did find ”Greek Input Method”. In particular, I couldn’t find

the original w3 article, which had links to Jukebox videos by Linda Sanford

and others, at all. If GIM is really as important this year as the executives say,

search should be able to find suitable material on it.

helpdesk

Trying to find out how to contact the internal helpdesk

holiday

Couldn’t find the IBM Endicott 2005 Holiday listing.

ishop

iShop should be a top answer after a search. Http//:w3.can.ibm.com/cso/ishop

ITCS300
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In trying to get an analog line installed

K-12 MATCHING GRANTS PROGRAM

I am writing to find out if used equipment donations can be made via the K-12

MATCHING GRANTS PROGRAM ?

lotus notes chinese decode

Need to support Chinese decoding function

mission statement

I’ve been searching for Marketing info. Is there somewhere to find this stuff?

I am writing RFP’s and need the boilerplate text for such things as Mission

Statement

Performance Estimation and Modeling

I ma taking the ”Introduction to Performance Engineering” course. It refers

to two technique papers: ”CAD Designing for Performance and Capacity” and

”CAD Performance Estimation and Modeling”. The link from the course does

not work.

Proposal Graphics

Is there a Site that has IBM approved Proposal Graphics. Like IBM logos that

can be but on Cover pages and in Headers or footers.

Sales Support Advisor

Couldnt find Sales Support Advisor

STGU EMEA

I am trying a very simple query that worked before. I want to find the presen-

tations that were given at STG Univ. in Barcelona in Jan. I get many details

in the search results, but not that main page!

suggestion

To whom would I send a suggestion re the vending machine areas at the Somers

site pls?

TG Info for Sector Business Solutions

Can not find data resource for IBM S&T Microelectronics ”TG Info”?

visitor badge

... I want information on visitor badging and the search results are pitiful and

not at all related to the search words I used...

worklife balancing

I am trying to finde information on About Benefits - Work & Personal Life

Balancing for eligible Health Education and Fitness Programs. I have searched

and searched for 10-15 minutes and I’m going in circles trying to find this.
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